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LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS
IN THE MANUSCRIPT L
by ENZO MACAGNO
INTRODUCTION
General Remarks
This is already the ninth monographic volume that I have written on Leonardian 
science of flow and transport phenomena. The main objective still remains the selective 
gathering of all the material in the codices and notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, which is 
related directly or indirectly to such science. But more and more I feel that there are very 
important questions to consider as one accomplishes that long and difficult task. The 
problem that is becoming prevalent in my mind is the question of the adequate  
methodology, not so much for the survey, but for the treatment of the material that for 
the first time is being collected with a view toward an all encompassing synthesis of 
Leonardian fluid mechanics.
This introduction has many points in common with the introductions to other vol­
umes. For the sake of completeness, in each monograph, part of the introductory material 
is common to all of them. But, each time I revise my thoughts and do some updating. In 
all my introductions, I dwell on the following questions: the methodology I have developed 
and continue to expand, the methodology of Leonardo, the approach to be followed for the 
present and future work of synthesis to provide the necessary complement to the analytical 
work. I also include comments and tables on the document being examined. Anyway, the 
reader has always the option of skipping the introduction and going to the core of this
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monograph, which is a commented selection of Leonardo's notes and drawings on flow 
and related matters in the Ms L.
I believe that in the case of Leonardo, synthesis is a very important work that must 
be done by us because he only did it occasionally and in an incipient implicit way difficult 
to detect most of the time. It is particularly important to discuss the adequate 
methodology for the work of synthesis. Analysis is usually overdone in all 
disciplines from astronomy to zoology passing through fluid mechanics and psychology. 
Analysis, of course, is the easier task of the two. We see many researchers who do 
analysis their entire lives and put out a great number of papers; but rare are those who strive 
for synthetical work. Much more is needed in doing synthesis than analysis. I know, 
from my own experience, that it is several levels more difficult to achieve the first than to 
produce the second. I have tried already to arrive at a synthesis for some topics which I 
believe I have come to know at the stage at which the attempt appears warranted. We must 
take into account that synthesis requires intense interaction between the investigator and 
other scholars, which is what I am seeking as actively as I can. Such desired interaction is 
one of the topics in the introductory and concluding sections of these monographs.
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Leonardo's Most Original Studies,
Some years ago I launched the thesis that Leonardo da Vinci was more innovative 
and original in his fluid-mechanical studies than in any other field of endeavor. One only 
needs to examine the relatively good status of other disciplines in which Leonardo engaged 
to see that fluid mechanics was at a very poor level; nobody could teach much about flow to 
Leonardo, as they could teach him anatomy, mathematics, and even painting and sculpture. 
Therefore, in fluid mechanics greater creativity was needed. I believe I have already said 
enough in support of my thesis in lectures and in recent publications [1985a,b, 1987a, 
1988c]. Perhaps, the defense of such a thesis will become unnecessary after a total 
synthesis of Leonardian fluid mechanics is achieved.
Over a period of about forty years, Leonardo da Vinci studied many flow and 
transport phenomena with a methodology in which analogy, paradox, experiments, trial 
and error, and observation played a central role. Whatever he received from the past, what 
he discovered was more advanced and accurate. There is a very impressive body of 
science of flow in the notes left by Leonardo (of which, according to several estimates, 
only about one half are extant). However, as I have said already in the introductory notes 
to my recent work on the Mss H and C [ 1988c,d], Leonardian fluid mechanics has only 
been studied fragmentarily and sporadically in the past, without ever making an attempt at 
encompassing all of the extant notes and drawings concerning flow and transport 
phenomena of water, air, fire and granular material. I do not forget the excellent 
publications of F. Arredi and R. Giacomelli on Leonardian hydrostatics and aeronautics, 
but they only show that constructive critical work like theirs is rare in the long history of 
writings about the work of Leonardo [Arredi 1942-43, Giacomelli 1936]. In addition those 
efforts were made before the great developments of the engineering science of flow and 
transport phenomena were achieved and became available for application in historical 
studies.
vA complete synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow from the original documents 
remains to be arrived at, and it requires no doubt, a monumental work if one takes into ac­
count the nature of the numerous documents, none of which contains a systematic 
compilation on flow phenomena. A synoptical preview of the great variety of topics cov­
ered by Leonardo in his studies of flow science is possible by examining this monograph, 
as well as those already published concerning the Codices Madrid, Atlanticus, Hammer, 
Forster, Arundel and the Mss C, H France [Macagno 1982, 1986b, 1987d, 1988 a,b,c,d]. 
More will be available in the near future as outputs of my ongoing research project con­
cerning the Manuscripts at the Institute de France. But not only the work itself is of great 
interest, one must consider also the methodology of Leonardo which is still more difficult 
to trace; on this aspect, I have already written some contributions [Macagno 1982, 1985b, 
1988e]. In fact, one can wonder what is more interesting: the observation and analysis of 
so many different phenomena, or the innovative way in which they were studied by 
Leonardo.
The Manuscript L
At the Institut de France, in Paris, several notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci are kept 
since 1797, when they were taken from the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of Milano, Italy, by or­
ders of Napoleon. The Ms L is one of such notebooks. I have based my work on direct 
reading of Leonardo's notes and drawings; I do not trust transcriptions or translations al­
though I sometimes consult them to check my work. I must say that, in my opinion, both 
Ravaisson-Mollien [1888)] and Marinoni [1987] have done excellent work in handling the 
original text, and that, in many cases of doubt or difficulty in my readings, I have consulted 
their diplomatic transcriptions. In fact, regarding diplomatic transcriptions, I have found 
few discrepancies, which I am sure do not affect the identification and interpretation of the 
passages of interest in my study of Leonardian fluid mechanics. I prefer to avoid the 
influence of critical transcriptions, or translations, by persons who did not know fluid me­
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chanics. Anyway, in case of dire need, I tend to use Ravaisson-Mollien's French version 
because I find that he either had some basic knowledge of hydraulics or had good consul­
tants. In what concerns Leonardo's sketches, I have relied exclusively on my own knowl­
edge of, and experience in, fluid mechanics, because I do not know of any serious analysis 
of such drawings done before.
Others have studied the history of the codices and manuscripts of Leonardo da 
Vinci, and there is no need to summarize here their findings on the Ms L. The interested 
reader is referred to the excellent analysis by A. Marinoni in his transcription of the Ms L 
[Marinoni 1987)]. Suffice here to say that this manuscript contains 94 folios of rather 
small format (7.5 cm x 10.5 cm) Marinoni seems to suggest that the Ms L spans a period of 
at least eight years (1497-1502), maybe longer. This, I believe, is typical of Leonardo's 
notebooks. Usually, they show important evolution in understanding fluid flow which 
could not have happened over one or two years. I think that a revision of the chronology 
of Leonardo's manuscripts will be warranted, because the chronological suggestions 
emerging from the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics seem to indicate longer periods 
than those usually assumed for each document. The Ms L contains material on 
architecture, painting, mechanics, hydro and aeromechanics, and other miscellaneous 
topics.
I have found notes and drawings of interest for my work in almost half of the 190 
pages of this manuscript (if one includes the inner sides of the covers); they cover a wide 
range of topics at different levels of cognitive development. The way in which I have dealt 
with the material on fluids and their flow, as well as on transport phenomena, is described 
in the following section of this introduction.
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METHODOLOGIES USED IN THIS STUDY
General Considerations
The most important asset of the approach I have used in this study stems from half 
a century of theoretical and experimental work on flow and transport phenomena, and also 
from more than forty years of teaching mechanics, hydraulics and fluid mechanics observ­
ing, at the same time, the primitive notions of the students, and also those of some col­
leagues. Such observations have been very useful in trying to understand Leonardo's ap­
proach to fluid mechanics, especially in those aspects in which one can detect his efforts in 
trying to correct inherited or existing views conflicting with experimental or observational 
evidence. It is very remarkable the way in which misconceptions, which seem to have a 
long history, survive in spite of the educational efforts of teachers of fluid mechanics. 
Perhaps, teachers of science are still imbued with some of the very old erroneous notions 
about fluids, their properties and their flow phenomena or perhaps the misconceptions have 
very deep roots in common knowledge, or common sense, little influenced by teachers at 
any level.
Extremely useful, also, has been the laboratory methodology I have developed first 
at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research and later at the Institut fiir Hydromechanik 
Università Karlsruhe. Such methodology consists in reproducing in the laboratory many 
of Leonardo's experiments and experimental situations. This methodology, so useful in 
gaining insight in an objective way into the work of Leonardo, has been described in sev­
eral publications in which important results of its application have been reported [see, e.g., 
Macagno 1982].
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In what concerns the direct work with the manuscripts, I have already stated that I 
have trusted only the original form of the drawings and writings. I would like to refer the 
reader to my introduction to the study of the Ms H for details which I do not believe neces­
sary to repeat here [Macagno 1988c]. The way in which I have conducted the survey of the 
Ms L, and the organization of this volume are presented in the two following sections.
Survey of the Ms L
This volume contains the results of my initial study of the notes and drawings on 
flow and transport phenomena in the Ms L. It is basically, but not only, a survey, an 
exploration of the contents of interest in this manuscript; I have endeavored to identify, 
extract, and tabulate all the passages, written or pictographic, on fluid mechanics or hy­
draulics. I have included also all passages which are in some way related to those disci­
plines, especially the notes and drawings on the mechanics of rigid and deformable bodies. 
I must explain that, in my comments for each page, I have gone much beyond the simple 
detection of material of interest. Such comments are critical most of the time, not excluding 
self-criticism. They also tend to stimulate, through suggestions and hints, the study by 
others, particularly those who are deeply interested in the science of flow and transport 
phenomena and its historical development.
The methodology used in the survey is basically the one I have developed since I 
started examining the notebooks of Leonardo more than two decades ago. The multi-chan­
nel tabulation of the findings in my surveys has been used with great advantage [see exam­
ples in Macagno 1986b, 1987b, 1988a]. The basic aspects of this procedure have been 
described in great detail in a special contribution [Macagno 1987c], and I considered that it 
should be enough to give here only a few examples of the construction of profiles, once a 
topical block has been identified (see Table I at the end of this Introduction, which is self- 
explanatory). Table I contains three examples, one in which there is a text but no drawing, 
one with text and drawing, and one based on a drawing without accompanying text. Once
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a multi-channel tabulation of a document has been accomplished and stored in a computer 
system, it is easy to extract from it specific summaries. I have also prepared a tabular 
summary of experiments and experimental situations in the Ms L (Table II); only 
experiments of either direct or indirect interest in connection with fluid mechanics and 
transport phenomena were included in Table II.
Organization of this Volume
In this monograph, the reader will find the double page arrangement already used 
in IIHR Monographs 103 and 104 for the Mss H and C. Each pair of pages is numbered 
with the same Arabic numeral. The page on the left-hand side contains texts from the Ms L 
in Leonardian Italian, my version in English of such passages, and my critical comments. 
On the right-hand side page there is a succinct "map" of the corresponding page in the Ms 
L, showing the approximate location of texts (T) and drawings (D); beside this map, I give 
the profiles for the topical blocks I have identified in that page. Also included are the 
corresponding drawings, I have drawn the sketches myself, because I want to give of them 
my own interpretation as a fluid-mechanicist. I have had some doubts about giving the 
version in English of the texts, but finally brought myself to do it for those many 
colleagues who do not know Italian, whom I hope will take an interest in the fluid- 
mechanical work of Leonardo. I hope also that this material may be useful to other 
scholars; they are undoubtedly useful to me in my attempts at arriving at a synthesis of 
Leonardo's science of flow.
I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage requires to 
be rendered as a unique piece. In some cases, I have considered better to be as literal as 
possible, to convey what Leonardo was actually saying; in other cases, I thought that he 
was obviously not careful with his writing, but his intention was transparent, and I treated 
those passages as something to be explained, as a matter of exegetical translation. I have 
had no hesitation in showing my doubts whenever they existed . It is perhaps paradoxical,
xbut it seems that the more one knows about a given field, the more difficult it seems to be 
sure of what Leonardo says concerning topics in such a field. Only generalists seem to 
make confident translators and not to be disturbed by doubts. In the documents left by 
Leonardo, there are many ambiguities and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that 
some points may remain for ever in doubt. There is still much work to be done before we 
can offer for the general public a truly coherent synthetical version of all the fluid mechani­
cal work of Leonardo. However, consistent views in some areas are emerging and I would 
like to refer the reader to the papers I have already published (see References).
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LEONARDO'S METHODOLOGY
General Remarks
Leonardo used a methodology in his studies of flow and transport phenomena in 
which experiments, analogies and paradoxes played roles of paramount importance. He 
was innovative, and well aware of being so, in a number of cases in which his involvement 
was much more profound than in questions of geometry, or fluid mechanics, or transport 
phenomena. I refer to his discussion, in his Treatise on Painting, of the use of componi­
mento inculto, as a manifestation of great awareness of how he thought that an artist should 
proceed in his creative work. This question has been masterfully discussed by Sir Ernst 
Gombrich [1952] in a paper on the methodology followed by Leonardo for working out his 
drawing and painting compositions. I think that the method in which pentimenti and com­
ponimento inculto were put to use appears very much like the trial-and-error procedure 
which has been, and is, so useful in science and technology. Of course, art was a field in 
which Leonardo must have felt much more at home than physics. I use the term physics 
here as comprising his notes and drawings on geometry, perspective, optics, mechanics, 
fluid mechanics, acoustics, thermodynamics, transport phenomena. I consider that the re­
ally creative part of the geometrical writings and drawings of Leonardo belongs more to 
physics than to mathematics. Leonardo ventured boldly into areas which he was not really 
prepared to enter by training, education, or by cultural background. He dared, and surely 
enjoyed, to act not as much as an engineer but as what we consider today a research engi­
neer, or an applied physicist. He did not have in these endeavors somebody to guide him, 
as he could have had in hydraulic engineering, for instance, particularly during his years at 
Milano. In the case of geometry; if Luca Paccioli did really try to teach Leonardo some 
classic notions, it does not seem that Leonardo learned much from him. If there would 
have been anybody around with some knowledge of physics and willing to teach him, I 
believe that he would only have had a negative influence on Leonardo. What happened,
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because Leonardo could not read Latin well enough to be imbued by the old arguments, 
was that he was much better off, and dared to challenge the old physics or, what is more 
important, to start developing a new physics. This is revealed more by what he drew than 
by what he wrote down. I think that what was needed then, more than anything else, was 
to disregard or plainly ignore the static, frozen science of the past, which in the case of 
physics was full of errors and misconceptions. The great achievement of Leonardo in 
science appears to be that he was able to make some use of, and then overcome, the few 
notions of the physics of his time that he was able to absorb.
I have come to the conclusion that the studies of Leonardo in physics were essen­
tially the result of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, experimental 
methodology, and trial-and-error procedures. I know that such methods are old in 
mankind, but my thesis is that there is an innovative use of them in Leonardo. Even when 
Leonardo repeats in his notes something already known for a long time (like the 
Archimedes’ principle of hydrostatics or Jordanus' rule about impulsed bodies) one can 
expect something new; to be sure, this newness is often marred by some misconception or 
failure to grasp properly the old idea, but it also carries some innovative way of under­
standing, and of gaining an understanding. Not many in the history of mankind have 
jumped from one plateau of knowledge to another in the long process of trying to improve 
our image of the physical world. We should not forget that this has been done in great part 
by qualitative thinking rather than by quantification. In Leonardian fluid mechanics there is 
some quantification (particularly concerning conservation laws), but most of it is qualita­
tive, as it should be as one goes from one level to another in the early developments of any 
science. I do not believe I am the first to conclude that Leonardo, for the very especial way 
in which he approached the acquisition of new knowledge, was much more of a discoverer 
than merely a gatherer of inherited knowledge [see, for instance, the opinion of Hart 1963, 
and also that of E. Moody in the Foreword for Hart's book]. However, it is mainly in the 
science of flow that Leonardo exhibits great originality, and takes great strides beyond the
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received wisdom. I must say, however, that both Moody and Hart appear to be completely 
blind to the Leonardian investigations concerning flow. Of course, they are not the only 
ones who missed such an important phase of Leonardo's studies. The overlooking of 
Leonardo's studies of flow and transport phenomena has been almost total after the work 
of Arconati (I have already mentioned that the only notable exceptions are the specialized 
studies of Arredi and Giacomelli about half a century ago), if one counts only deep analy­
ses of the subject.
Leonardo's Analogies
I have written already on analogies in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, and I 
would like to refer the reader to some of my publications [Macagno 1982, 1986b, 1986c]. 
Leonardo often dealt with analogies in a way that was to be clearly defined more than four 
centuries later by Keynes, who clearly established that the scientific analogy is made of a 
positive and a negative part [Keynes 1921]. The former refers to what is similar, and the 
latter to what is different. G. Polya has put this idea in another way: it is not enough to 
enounce an analogy, we must study it exhaustively until we have pursued all its possibili­
ties, positive and negative alike [Polya 1954]. In fact, not much intellectual power goes in 
enouncing positive analogies; where we see the mark of depth in any study is when the 
negative analogy is investigated.
Leonardo used analogy mainly to advance knowledge, and had what seems to be an 
innate sense for both the positive and the negative components of any analogy [Macagno 
1986c]. Such a sense was fostered in Leonardo by his being a clever experimenter and in­
defatigable observer of nature. Leonardo's analogies are of many different kinds. He did 
not have any inhibition in bringing together the most disparate phenomena. In a first cate­
gory of his analogies, Leonardo related phenomena within a given restricted area, as when 
he perceived the vibrations of strings and those of elastic laminas as analogs one of the 
other; or waves and vortices at the interface of two given fluids as the analogs of the waves
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and vortices at the interface of some other pair of stratified fluids. In a second category, we 
find analogies between two relatively close areas, as two areas of mechanics, or engineer­
ing, or biology, as when an analogy is drawn between the impact of solid spheres and that 
of other bodies,or two technological operations, or the flow of blood and that of sap. In 
third place, we find analogies between different fields of physics, or any other science, as 
in the case of bringing together phenomena from mechanics and optics, or hydromechanics 
and thermodynamics which will be exemplified below. In a fourth category we can place 
those analogies relating different fields of knowledge, like the analogy between the flow of 
water in our planet and the flow of blood in our bodies, which may be older than Leonardo; 
of course, what really matters is the way in which he worked with the analogical 
methodology. I am sure that one can find precedents for many of the analogies in 
Leonardo's writings, but what I believe much more rare is a similar way of working with 
analogies. In science, analogies which are not tested via experimentation or calculations are 
of little significance; anybody can compare two or more different things or events in a 
positive way, (even our daily language is full of analogies) but few can pursue the negative 
analogy in the Keynesian sense; surely no generalist can do it. One interesting example of 
analogy pursued diligently by Leonardo implies four terms, and it will be discussed briefly 
in the next paragraph.
The four-term analogies symbolically can be expressed as A:B = C:D. Leonardo 
was fascinated by one such analogy. It involves triangles and squares, and pyramids and 
cubes. The interesting point is that some analogies of this kind are valid, like the one used 
in determining centers of gravity [Polya 1954], while others are not. Leonardo happened 
to stumble onto one that was not [Macagno 1985b]. A case in which what happens with 
two-dimensional figures is not the analog of what may happen in three-dimensional space 
is that of the subdivision of a figure in smaller figures similar to the given one and 
congruent among themselves, or the inverse operation of aggregation of congruent figures 
with the purpose of obtaining a figure similar to any of the components [Macagno M.
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1987]. The case is subtle, because in the case of the square and the cube there is analogy, 
but not in the case of the triangle and the pyramid. Other analogies are still more difficult to 
analyze; it is necessary to use rather specialized studies for a complete evaluation of 
Leonardo's analogical thinking and not just general, and sometimes superficial, 
evaluations. An example of such level of work is given by the now classical analysis of the 
analogy used by Kepler in astronomy [Polya 1954; Pledge 1959; Singer 1959].
Some analogies will be mentioned only because I have become rather sensitive to 
even a suggestion of Leonardo having considered an analogical situation. I believe there is 
work that remains to be done in this area, and this is the identification of analogies which 
have not been perceived yet as such, but which all indicates that Leonardo must have con­
sidered them. I would like to call them potential analogies. We should remember that, so 
far, and unbelievable as it may seem, very few students of Leonardo's notebooks have paid 
as much attention to the scientific and technical drawings as they have paid to the texts. 
Thus a good number of analogies, that are in pictorial rather than in written language, have 
simply been overlooked. This may be due to the much greater difficulty of writing about 
the meaning of pictographic messages than about word-messages. Sometimes one is 
struck by two drawings in different places which look alike but illustrate different 
phenomena; this is strongly suggestive of an analogy not explicitly recorded as such, but 
still much in the mind of Leonardo. We should not forget that what we are examining is 
most of the time very much like the diary-book of a researcher and not a text worked up to 
a point near publication. I know from my own experience as a researcher that one makes 
notes like this, and one does not spell out important relations between sketches, or between 
quickly written-down notes, which certainly exist in own's mind. I am sure many readers 
have had a similar experience, and could confirm my point.
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Analogies in the Ms L.
There are practically no analogies in the Ms L. I find this very surprising because 
there are many opportunities in the diverse topics of this notebook to incite an appeal to 
analogies by somebody so fond of them. I could not even find what I call potential analo­
gies. There are several notes in which Leonardo strangely makes no appeal to analogies 
familiar to him. For instance, the conical shape of the cloud of granular material in 64V 
(Entry 25 in Table II) is strongly suggestive of other phenomena described by Leonardo, as 
the shape of flames, or that of water thrown upward. The only explicit analogy I came 
across in the Ms L was that between the tail of a bird and the rudder of a ship in 62R Tl. 
All this is really amazing for a notebook assumed to have been written between 1497 and 
1502; perhaps, the chronology of the Ms M needs further study.
Leonardo's Paradoxes.
Paradoxes are intellectually very attractive, but in different ways than analogies; 
paradoxes are disturbing, even irritating to some people some times, while analogies tend 
to be pleasing and attractive. Paradox is used by Leonardo in a number of instances, and I 
believe that in most cases, he was resorting to paradoxical situations as a way of arguing 
successfully against his "adversary”. By considering experiments which would have been 
so easy to mount but would undoubtedly fail, he could make a powerful argument similar 
to that of the reductio ad absurdum proofs in mathematics. He may not have fully realized 
the methodology as it can be perceived today. An example of how one is not fully aware of 
what is actually doing in his original work has come across in these days when I started 
reading "On Human Nature" by E. O. Wilson [1978]. In the preface, Wilson relates that 
he was not consciously aware of the logical sequence of the trilogy he has produced until it 
was practically finished.
I have presented situations like the paradoxical siphons of the Codices Atlanticus 
and Hammer, as questions in quizzes to my students, especially to those just beginning to
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learn hydraulics or fluid mechanics. These questions disconcerted more than one who 
thought that he or she was well armed in general mechanics, thus showing that some prim­
itive notions persist up to our times and even after long exposure to conventional education. 
Another paradoxical argument can be made in connection with communicating vessels. We 
know also Pascal's paradoxes in hydrostatics, which cease to be paradoxes as soon as one 
learns about the fundamental differences which exist between the same physical quantity, 
considered first as an extensive and then as an intensive property. In fact, in the theory of 
dimensions, we describe them as having a different formula. I mean here the fundamental 
difference between hydrostatic force and hydrostatic pressure. Fluid mechanics, as 
Birkhoff illustrated brilliantly in a now classic book, is full of paradoxes which are really 
the mark of originality and vision when they are presented for the first time [Birkhoff 
1950]. Of course, it is known since the times of Zeno that paradoxes tend be disregarded 
as trivial matters by practical minds, while they do not cease to seduce speculative minds.
But even experiments which are expected to fail and in fact do not fail, offer a para­
doxical situation to the researcher. In several places in his manuscripts, Leonardo 
describes an experiment which has all the marks of having been performed by 
him. [Macagno 1982]. This experiment presents a paradox within the context of 
Leonardo's knowledge of physics. Apparently, he took two identical boxes (perhaps 
cylindrical) and attached them together, with air inside one of them and the other full of 
water. The double box can float stably in two positions, as shown in my own experiments 
and confirmed by theoretical calculations, one with the air-filled box atop, and the other 
with the water-filled box atop. This occurs only if the the body has a height that is 
relatively small with respect to the diameter. Leonardo always drew the double box with 
the water atop; I consider that the reason is simple: in that way, water is out of its natural 
place and, in spite of the body being apparently completely free to move, it does not go 
back to its home. The same may be said of the air. In my first study of this experiment, I 
was inclined to believe that Leonardo had anticipated our analysis of the stability of floating
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bodies [Macagno 1982], but, after much more study of Leonardo’s notes, I am persuaded 
that this really was a crucial experiment, one of which results must have appeared as 
paradoxical to him [1985a]. Leonardo remained to a certain extent within the framework of 
thinking of the physics of his times, so full of misconceptions. I have found little that 
seems to indicate that he reached the point of seeing the paradox as something to be left 
behind. It is always dangerous to use hindsight, but I believe that we can understand why 
he could not see what was preventing the water to return to its sphere, because it was not 
something he could detect experimentally; the only way to solve this paradox is, as for the 
solution of those of Zeno, a new way of thinking, a new science. The paradox ceases only 
within the Newtonian physics, not within the physics of the Greeks and of the early 
Renaissance. This is an example of the need to know Newtonian physics as much as 
Aristotelian and Medieval Physics in order to study Leonardian mechanics.
Another experimental result that presented Leonardo with a paradox is that of a 
given portion of water in a cylindrical container adopting a different shape of its free sur­
face when it is set into rotatory motion It is not so much the possibility of looking at this as 
a primitive centrifugal pump (see, for instance, Ms F 15R)that is fascinating. To some­
body believing in the principle of fluids desiring always to go back to their own spheres, 
the inevitable realization that water which seems to be in a relative equilibrium remains 
higher than before, while the air has come down to the place where the water was must ap­
pear as a paradox. How could Leonardo understand such a strange behavior relative to the 
existing physics? How could he explain it? More about experiments which we would clas­
sify today as the investigation of centrifugal effects is included in the next section.
Only those blinded by the constant pursuit of utilitarian science can regret that 
Leonardo did not explore further the experiments of the double-box and of the centrifugal 
lifting of water to arrive, on the one hand at results concerning stability of floating bodies, 
and on the other hand at practical centrifugal pumps. The significance of these experiments 
lies in having presented paradoxical results, disturbing challenges to generally accepted
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tenets of the physics of his times. To fulfill this important role, these experiments needed 
not be like the high-technology experiments of our times; it was enough that they presented 
a qualitative but indubitable denial of some long accepted principles.
Paradoxes in the Ms L
In the Ms L, I have found only a couple of paradoxical situations. One arises from 
Leonardo's idea of testing Jordanus' rule on the motion of non-uniform impulsed bodies 
(Ms L 65 V T10; this has already been discussed in another section of this introduction. I 
think that the paradox in this case could have been used as a kind of experimental reductio 
ad absurdum. But I know that simpler experiments can prove that Jordanu's rule is not 
generally valid, and it is possible that Leonardo could have performed some simple crucial 
experiment also.
Another paradoxical situation may have developed if the flow that Leonardo de­
scribed in31RTl  D1 (Table II, E.15) was further studied by him, as he did in somewhat 
similar situations. I believe that the sketch in Entry 15 is self-explanatory concerning the 
paradoxical situation. Further study is needed to establish how much of this paradoxical 
situation was actually perceived by Leonardo.
Leonardo's,. Experiments,
There were times during which it was thought that most of Leonardo's experiments 
were more in his imagination than in his hands. That he did experiments, I believe there is 
no more any doubt. That he also engaged extensively in fruitful "gedanken Experimenten" 
is perhaps much less known. I should add that thought experiments have played a far from 
negligible role in the history of physics, a fact that seems not to be generally known. But at 
this point I want to focus the discussion on actual experiments. I have dealt with the ex­
perimental method in Leonardo's science in previous papers, reporting the results of the 
laboratory methodology which I have developed, first at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic
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Research (since 1964) and later at the Instituí für Hydromechanik Universitát Kasrlruhe 
(1975-1985). I have thus performed many experiments to gain insight into this question 
[Macagno 1982, 1975-85]. My experiments have been in the following areas: geometry 
(as a part of physics), kinematics, mechanics and mechanisms, hydrostatics and 
hydrodynamics, air flow, thermodynamics, flow of granular materials, flames, transport 
phenomena, acoustics and optics. I have also surveyed in detail the experimental situations 
in most of Leonardo's manuscripts and prepared tabulations of all of them [Macagno 1982, 
1986b,b,c]. I believe that just a few selected cases will be enough to defend my thesis in 
this contribution; for more documentation in support of it I refer the reader to my other 
publications where discussions of certain experiments can be found. An important 
outcome of Leonardo's experimental approach is his grasp of conservation principles. One 
can surely attribute to Leonardo the discovery of the so-called continuity principle (which is 
really a statement of conservation of volume). He had a clear idea also of the conservation 
of mass, and rudimentary notions of the conservations of momentum and energy. It is 
rather interesting that without a clear notion of energy, he understood quite well what we 
call now dissipation of energy [Macagno 1985a, 1987a]. However, at this junction I am 
not concerned with the results of the experimental methodology used by Leonardo; rather, 
the methodology itself is under examination.
There exists much concrete evidence of experimentation actually being performed 
by Leonardo. There are situations in which Leonardo showed, more by his mistakes than 
by being correct, that he was performing experiments. Take, for instance, the cases of 
flow through expansions depicted in the Ms F (91R-v, 92R-V) which so many have 
interpreted as being experiments in conduits. That they are really experiments in open- 
channel flow is irrefutably shown by the presence of diagonal waves which can occur only 
if there is an interface between two fluids, for example, the water-air interface [Macagno 
1969]. Of such interfacial waves there are remarkable depictions in the Ms C (see 24V, 
26R, 28V) and there is one in Ms M 66R D2. It is true that Leonardo wrote a note saying
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that he wanted to have a glass tube constructed for this kind of experiments, but it is quite 
probable that the tube was never made. I know from experience that the direct study of 
conduit flow is not an easy one; if possible, one is better off experimenting in open 
channels, but one should be careful not to work in the domain of Froude numbers higher 
than the critical value. Of course, Leonardo did not realize that he was making such a 
mistake; but in that way he did leave evidence that he was actually performing experiments. 
There are many indicators in the drawings of Leonardo, easy for the trained eye to detect, 
that force the conclusion that he could not possibly have imagined things that are so 
realistically represented by him. In fact, both rights and wrongs in his fluid-flow 
experiments point in the direction of authenticity. Within this context, it is worth 
considering whether some of the drawings were the product of an intuitive feeling for fluid 
flow and transport phenomena; if through much experimentation and observations of nature 
and man-made systems, Leonardo was capable of guessing the right answer, this is a point 
that seems important in the way knowledge is acquired. Leonardo proceeded by analogy in 
many cases, and the analogy between granular-material flows and water flow led him into 
some serious mistakes. This is surely true; but there is no doubt that he had authentic 
experimental knowledge of the two kinds of flow. In this case, Leonardo failed in not 
pursuing more strenuously the "negative" analogy, i.e., the identification of the 
differences. But, in his failed attempts, the mark of the authentic experimenter is 
inescapable to both modem fluid- and soil-mechanicists [Macagno 1952], and I believe that 
more so than in some of his successful performances. When he depicted impinging jets 
and nappes, and families of jets coming out from nozzles [see Macagno 1986a, 1988a,b,c], 
he may have had some quantitative aspects wrong, but qualitatively he understood the 
dynamics of such complex phenomena in a way that could not be the fruit of sitting at a 
desk and writing and drawing relying only on his imagination.
Among the remarkable experiments described by Leonardo, I would like to mention 
the crucial experiment of the floating double box, already described in the section on para­
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doxes. Also of great interest are those experiments in which certain effects of the centrifu­
gal force are demonstrated (see, e.g., the Codices Atlanticus and Madrid; see also the 
sometimes misunderstood experiment at the bottom of Ms C 24 V). I consider such 
experiments of great significance in raising doubts in Leonardo’s mind about facts running 
against some of the ideas of the physics of his time [Marinoni 1988]. First, I must clarify 
that I do not object to the use of the term "centrifugal force" as some adamantly do, and 
then use corresponding expressions, such as "inertial forces", "Reynolds stresses", etc. I 
believe that the term is very generalized, and I will be better understood if I simply refer to 
centrifugal effects due to the rotatory motion of solid or liquid bodies. We are all familiar 
with centrifugal pumps, and centrifuges, and know how these machines operate. Leonardo 
noticed the effect of rotation on solid as well as fluid bodies. He also considered the effect 
of rotation on granular heterogeneous materials (see, e.g., Codex Forster II 68V). Taking 
all these experiments into account, one can see that after performing them Leonardo could 
not have adhered to a notion of centripetal [Marinoni 1988] rather than centrifugal force, 
surely not after all the evidence of a contrary behavior that he accumulated. I believe that 
the effect of a liquid under rotation, climbing along the walls of the container while air came 
down to occupy the space in the central part, was another of the paradoxes that Leonardo 
must have been puzzled by. He may have been the precursor of our ubiquitous utilitarian 
centrifugal pumps, but the possibility of having seen a paradox in all of that is much more 
exciting, and also a more important discovery.
Finally, I would like to include some comments on thought experiments. I am per­
suaded that only those who have performed actual experiments can conceive, and play 
with, meaningful and relevant thought experiments. When Leonardo considered a tunnel 
along a diameter of the Earth (see both Codices Madrid and Forster) into which either a 
body was dropped or an entire river was diverted, he was obviously imagining what would 
happen with the motion of the body or that of the water; to answer this question he must 
have proceeded by analogy, given that he did not have the theoretical means of analyzing
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such a problem; those tools were to be developed only much later. We do not know if 
Leonardo experimented with magnets, although he mentions the strange properties of 
calamita. The fact is that one could use magnetic forces {calamita) for a simulation of the 
motion within the planetary tunnel; the question is worth pursuing. Similarly, in order to 
answer a question about the phenomena at the interface of the spheres of air and fire, he 
had to imagine the situation and compare it with the other interfaces to which he had easy 
access, like the earth-water, the water-air, and the earth-air interfaces . He correctly pre­
sumed that there would be waves and vortices at such an interface, so far from his then un­
avoidable location at the surface of the Earth. The only way to actually visualize thought 
experiments was via analogy, and through a simulation of a situation by another which was 
presumably in a relation of physical similitude. I must say here that, in this analysis of 
Leonardo's methods, I have not included the additional notion of physical similarity be­
cause I believe that Leonardo developed only vague notions about physical modelling, and 
proceeded most of the time by analogical thinking. The notion of physical similarity is 
more dependent on an accurate knowledge of the laws governing the physical phenomena. 
Leonardo did not have enough knowledge of such physical laws to formulate, even in a 
rudimentary way, a theory of physical similitude.
Experiments and Experimental Situations in the Ms L
My Table II on experiments and experimental situations for the Ms L contains 27 
entries. Once more, I think I must warn the reader that I am not saying that Leonardo per­
formed all the experiments listed in tables like this. First of all, this table contains also 
situations of an experimental nature, and not necessarily experiments; and second, those 
entries which are clearly experiments may have been only proposed by Leonardo, or may 
be experiments that somebody else performed and he listed for one reason or another. For 
the sake of making some comments here, I will divide those entries into categories. In 
general mechanics we have nine experiments; in fluid flow, six; in fluvial hydraulics, four;
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in aerodynamics, four; in ballistics, one; in flow of granular material, two; and in physical 
models, one.
Entry 1 is an experiment in statics, but with the Leonardian typical turn that the 
question of statics be examined with a kinematical and, in many cases, a dynamical ap­
proach. Note that for this problem involving weights, string and pulleys, Leonardo has 
indicated the lengths of contact of the string with the pulleys; the sum of such lengths for 
the three configurations shown is constant (see figures in my survey of Ms L 16V in this 
monograph). We do not know if any conclusion was derived from this property of the 
system, but this is not the only place in which Leonardo shows that when he is concerned 
with the different equilibrium states of a system, he also studies the motion of the elements 
of the system [Macagno, M., 1987]. If we assume that Leonardo considered that the sys­
tem was moving from one configuration to the other, he did not draw the figures in a way 
that one can precisely tell how the changes occurred. There would be an inconsistency, 
were these three configurations for exactly the same system, because the total length of 
string varies from one configuration to the other; but this could easily be a trivial oversight. 
What seems to be clearly stated here is that the three configurations considered are of equi­
librium. One does not go from one to the other without doing some work; this may have 
appeared as paradoxical to Leonardo. Are we implicitly told this in this passage?
Five of the mechanical situations are about impact, a topic very often considered by 
Leonardo. The most interesting are Entries 5 and 6. In the first of these two entries, 
Leonardo considers the effect of impact on a single body, and then on the same body di­
vided in several parts. In the second, we have a counterpart of the first, because the im­
pacting body is made to impact first as a whole and then after being divided in portions, 
which are reassembled for a second impact. As in many other cases, no answers are of­
fered for these questions. That Leonardo has shown to know the answers in other more 
difficult problems introduces some probability of him knowing the answers in these cases, 
and not caring to write them down.
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Two of the experiments are about Jordanus de Nemore's statement on the way in 
which a body with unsymmetrical distribution of masses should move. In Ms L 61V 
(Entry 23), we see Leonardo trying to experiment with such a body in connection with 
studies of the flight of birds. Much more interesting, however, is Entry 14; in this case, 
Leonardo proposes an experiment which seems conceived as a crucial test of Jordanus' 
statement. A hollow arrow partially filled with mercury must be launched vertically 
upward (see my sketch in Table I, E. 14). According to Jordanus, the body should 
perform a halftum so that the heavy part be in the frontal part of the projectile, but then the 
heavy liquid inside the tube will move down from such a position. This is an experimental 
situation in which Leonardo came close to deal with a question of aerodynamic instability. 
So far, I have not found additional notes on this experiment, which can also be performed 
with water or with sand. I have also performed other easier experiments of this kind which 
show clearly that Jordanus' rule is not always valid [Macagno 1975-85]. Important as it is 
to establish that Leonardo is referring to a rule one can find in the literature that could have 
been directly or indirectly available to him, I believe it much more valuable to determine if 
such sources were expressing correct or incorrect rules or laws, and also whether Leonardo 
was challenging them or not. We must discuss the question of the adequate methodology 
for historical studies, as proposed in another section of this introduction.
If one agrees with Leonardo that granular materials also flow, the entries related to 
fluid mechanics in Table II become sixteen. To this, we should add Entries 2 and 3 and 14 
where one can find also some aspects of fluid mechanics playing a role during, or after, 
impact. Several entries in Table II are concerned with problems of hydromechanics. Entry 
2 is about water jets, or nappes, impacting a floor and bouncing up. One can find in De 
ratione 'ponderis of Jordanus de Nemore [Moody and Clagett 1952] a passage in which 
water falling vertically down is described as becoming thinner and thinner as it falls. 
Assuming that Leonardo learned, directly or indirectly, some hydromechanics from 
Jordanus, he certainly went much farther in investigating water flow. However, if one
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experiments with these situations, it is difficult to accept Leonardo's simplified patterns of 
flow, especially if the floor is smooth. Entry 11 is about a problem which has been studied 
by a number of wave-hydrodynamicists [see, e.g. Ippen 1966, Dean & Dalrymple 1984]; 
this phenomenon is far from being well understood, especially when the wave breaks over 
a bed which participates actively in the flow phenomena. The hydrodynamic problem 
implied in MsL 31R D1 is illustrated in my sketch for Entry 15, and it bears some similarity 
to that of Entry 11. In Ms L 17V (Entry 12) there are actually three experiments on fluid 
flow. In one, the liquid flow is somewhat hindered by a flow induced in the air in close 
contact with the water; that is not the case in the second experiment (see figures in my 
rendition of this page). The third experiment is about flow toward a sink. The three 
experiments in Ms L 17 V are very easy to reproduce with common elements available in 
any household, and the reader may want to try them, and compare his results with those 
reported by Leonardo, and thus form an independent opinion about things he did not write 
down. There is an important difference, when one is interested in Leonardo's work, 
between simply taking a purely mental attitude and taking an approach in which one 
actually relives some of his experiences.
When Leonardo describes what birds do as they fly, it is quite different to read 
what he says, and what students of flight have written from taking the more active attitude 
of really watching the flight of birds. Nowadays we can do this directly or by watching 
movies in which such flight has been recorded. Movies or tapes have the advantage of 
watching over and over again the same scenes, in slow-down motion if so desired. In the 
Ms L there are several pages on the flight of birds (a topic one can find also in other 
Leonardian manuscripts and codices). In these pages of the Ms L, there are some summary 
descriptions of, and proposals for, experiments to gain insight in this area of fluid me­
chanics (See Entries 20 to 23). I have included the kite-like device of Ms L 5R D1 in Entry 
22, because the two situations seem rather similar. There is not much about kites in 
Leonardo's notes (DI in CA 497R seems to be a kite). This is a much simpler problem
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than the flight of birds or of machines. Although the notion of designing experiments with 
just a few parameters, to gain insight, is not foreign to Leonardo, he seems to have had a 
preference for launching himself into rather complicated experimental situations. This I 
know, from my first years as an experimenter in far away Argentina without contacts with 
other fluid-mechanicists, to be a very natural thing to do.
As examples of complex experimental problems tackled by Leonardo, we can study 
those of fluvial hydraulics, a branch of fluid mechanics and transport phenomena still 
struggling today to find a satisfactory methodology [see, e.g. comments in Macagno 1987a 
and Kennedy 1981]. In the Ms L, Leonardo included some notes on confluence of rivers 
or canals and on meandering rivers (Entries 16 to 19.). Entry 18 is about the vortices 
generated around a body placed in a canal with erodible bed, a subject which is discussed 
much more fully in the Codex Hammer [Macagno 1988a]. In the Codex Hammer, we find 
a clear representation of the necklace vortex and the horse-shoe vortex [see Table Ill-Entry 
22 of IIHR Monograph 101] as well as a discussion of the erosive and transport properties 
of the horse-shoe vortex. In the Ms L there is an interesting brief note on the engineering 
solution of such an erosion danger. I am sure, however, that such a solution is older than 
Leonardo.
Finally, let us look at the flow of granular materials, a topic which Leonardo in­
cluded in a number of his notes in the Codices Madrid and Atlanticus [Macagno, 1982, 
1986b, 1989b,c]. There is only a couple of notes of this kind in Ms L (Table I,E. 25, 
E.26). Entry 25 is clearly about flow of granular materials, being the motion of particles 
thrown up into the air from a sieve on which they were sitting. The second case seems to 
be a study of just a small number of particles placed along a line on a board which is im­
pacted on one end; Leonardo seems to be interested in the individual path for each of such 
particles. We must put these two experiments in the wider context of many others in which 
Leonardo studied the flow of granular materials "per se" and in analogy with the flow of 
water [Macagno 1982].
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There is little on similitude and physical modelling [Macagno 1951] in the note­
books of Leonardo. It is true that one could consider any prototype and its physical model 
at a different scale (not always necessarily smaller) as a particular case of analogy; but 
similitude, paradoxically, begs naturally for a more refined analysis than more general 
kinds of analogy. This paradox is easy to explain using an analogy; just consider having to 
give a talk about the geometrical theorems on pyramids, or a talk about the Egyptian or 
Mexican pyramids. An important Leonardian note on models is summarily described in 
Entry 27. In this passage, Leonardo undertakes a critical analysis of a statement by Vitru­
vius. This is what I would like to call an experimental situation in a carpenter shop. One 
can have some empirical knowledge about it if one has done some drilling by hand, as al­
most surely Leonardo did (perhaps, not Vitruvius!). But the question does not seem easy 
to solve just by empirical means. The problem is to establish the scales that relate the work 
done with two augers, one twice as large as the other. One of the difficulties is to establish 
the meaning of the terminology used by Leonardo. I am ready to advance the opinion that 
Leonardo was closer to the truth than Vitruvius in believing that one can scale up the results 
of a small scale model according to physico-mathematical laws. That such laws are not 
easy to establish does not mean that the model is invalid; this difficulty is what may have 
prompted Vitruvius statement. Leonardo properly remarked that the corresponding areas of 
wearing of the wood are scaled by the square of the length scale (of course, he does not use 
these modem terms, but that is what he means).
The Ms L, although not as rich in questions of flow and transport phenomena as 
other notebooks, is not without interesting passages. I would like to emphasize the mean­
ingful discussions by Leonardo of Jordanus' rule about projectiles, and of Vitruvius' 
negative opinion on the use of small scale models. Experiments are important, no doubt, 
but critical attitudes about experimental situations are still more meaningful.
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THE QUESTION OF AEDEQUATE METHODOLOGY
Analysis and Synthesis in the manuscripts gfULeanardfl
In the preceding section, I have endeavored to show how the studies of Leonardo in 
physics were essentially the result of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, 
experimental methodology, and trial-and-error procedures. I must add that certainly, such 
methods were not invented by Leonardo, but my thesis is that he used them in an innova­
tive way. He also developed his own methods of analysis and, to a certain extent, of syn­
thesis. I must insist that it is quite probable that Leonardo was not fully aware of the way 
in which he was proceeding in his methods. He did not set himself to develop a clear 
methodology, to test it, and then to put it to use. He certainly put great reliance in mathe­
matics, gave perhaps excessive credit to experimentation as a means of finding the truth, 
relied too much in heuristic reasoning, but we do not know how much aware he was of his 
own performance when he created new notions and concepts. A good example is his work 
in geometry in motion and kinematics, and his work in the study of flow phenomena which 
led him to an understanding of conservation principles never attained before him, although 
he fell quite short from achievements centuries after him.
Even when Leonardo repeats in his notes something already known for a long time 
(like the Archimedes' principle of hydrostatics, or the old ideas about the fall of bodies in 
the atmosphere) one can expect something new. To be sure, this newness is often marred 
by some misconception or failure to grasp properly the old idea and detect what is really 
wrong with it, but it also carries some innovative way of understanding and of gaining an 
understanding. Not many in the history of mankind have jumped from one plateau of 
knowledge to another in the long process of trying to improve our image of the physical 
world. We should not forget that this was done in great part by qualitative thinking rather 
than by quantification. Notwithstanding, in Leonardian fluid mechanics there is a non- 
negligible amount of quantification (particularly concerning conservation laws).
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The Adequate,Approach
When we study documents of the kind left by Leonardo da Vinci, we should be 
much concerned with the adequate approach. Some generally accepted principles seem ap­
plicable to this kind of work. I believe it is universally agreed that if somebody in the past 
wrote about anatomy, one must be more than well informed about anatomy before under­
taking the study of such writings; of course that is not enough but only a conditio sine qua 
non. Why then one finds difficulty in having a similar rule accepted for other disciplines? I 
am sure I am not the first to be frustrated by some attitudes, and they really would not 
bother me much but for the reluctance one finds in striking a sincere cooperation between 
scientists and humanists that is so much needed in the investigation of complex documents 
of the past.
I believe that there is too much emphasis on the use of the light from the past as 
compared with the light from posterity (relative to the date of any historical document). 
Both lights are of great relevance and should be shed on those documents in a well bal­
anced combination as in some image-enhancement procedures. I grant that this is much 
more demanding than just opting for one or the other alternative; we should face this as a 
dilemma. Everybody should make the effort of taking into account the developments be­
fore, during, and after the period of the work under study. It would be much better - 1 be­
lieve - if we could do this, at least in the final phases of any history-of-science research, 
through cooperative interdisciplinary work. I think that this would be the most effective 
way of avoiding the danger pointed at by Zubov [1968] of either achaizing or modernizing.
There are some intrinsic obstacles, however, and I have touched upon the require­
ment of knowledgeability already: if I do not know enough astronomy I cannot be helpful 
in any study of astronomy, be it historical or not (I believe Otto Neugebauer made this 
point very forcefully). It should be understood that we are bound to describe what 
Leonardo discovered in a very different manner than his own. To illustrate my point I will
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consider, for instance, the great accomplishments of the astronomers of Mesopotamia and 
Greece; it is actually impossible to make a serious analysis of such achievements without 
using modem knowledge and language of mathematics and astronomy. Already in 1874, 
Schiaparelli published in Milano an analysis using advanced mathematics of the theory of 
homocentric spheres of Eudoxus. For more recent studies see the writings of Otto Neuge- 
bauer. The same should apply to any study of Leonardo's science; we would miss impor­
tant fundamental points, were we not to use modem language and modem points of view. 
After all, how could we do it well otherwise?
The question of the adequate methodology is extremely important in the study of 
documents of the past, and undoubtedly a delicate one. It is necessary to illustrate it as 
thoroughly as possible. Suppose, for example, that one has some idea that Leonardo 
introduced in his notebooks notions of non-Euclidean geometry, let us say some proto­
concepts of hyperbolic geometry; how could anyone without a thorough knowledge of the 
important developments initiated by Bolyai, Lobachevsky and Gauss [Trudeau 1987] 
examine the work of Leonardo, to see the extent and the depth of his notions on this 
discipline? One should also be aware of steps leading to a revision of Euclidean geometry, 
like those of Sacheri and Lambert [Greenberg 1980]. The same is true for any other 
discipline. There are aspects in the analysis of Leonardo's notes that can only be seen in 
their proper significance when analyzed under the light of knowledge acquired after him 
rather than that existing before him. I would like to mention at this point that M.J. 
Greenberg [1980] has referred to the paradoxical fact that non-Euclidean geometry is what 
really helps in understanding better Euclidean geometry. Another example I would like to 
include is that of Hermann Weyl, who being very knowledgeable in questions of symmetry 
was thus able to perceive the role of Leonardo in transformation geometry, and not only 
that but also the significance of the decorative patterns of many cultures. Weyl stated that 
such patterns contain implicitly "the oldest piece of high mathematics known to us”.
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Obviously, only a mathematician can advance such an opinion with good chances of being 
right.
Concerning the importance of knowledgeability required of the historian of science 
and technology, I am sure that physicists must have an opinion similar to that of Green­
berg, but in their case about knowing quamtum and relativistic physics to ensure a good 
understanding of the fundamental ideas of Newton for instance. In the same way, modem 
fluid mechanics is what helps best in understanding the historical development of hy­
draulics and hydromechanics. We have a much better view of what hydraulicians accom­
plished and published during a long period of history because the new science of fluid me­
chanics has given us a vantage point of view that did not exist before.
It is easy to illustrate questions that require a study of what was done before 
Leonardo, but even in those cases I cannot see how that can be done well without expert 
knowledge in the corresponding discipline. For example, if hydrostatics was well 
advanced already by Archimedes, we must confront carefully what Leonardo wrote about 
the subject with Archimedes' work; but here again, if we do not use the deepest knowledge 
of hydrostatics available to us nowadays, our analysis will fail to be incisive. We can 
examine the work of Archimedes and capture the sense, extent and depth of his 
achievements if we understand pressure much better than he did. And we understand 
pressure very well only if we use tensor analysis and are familiar with measurements of 
stresses in fluids. For instance, we can see now that Archimedes grasped very well the 
notion of hydrostatic force and not too well that of pressure, while Leonardo had serious 
misunderstandings about hydrostatic force [Macagno 1982] and developed a good insight 
about pressure [Macagno 1985c]. We must take into account also that it is through rather 
simple questions that one can best trace Leonardo's methodology; because of this, my 
considerations here do not touch upon some of the spectacular studies of Leonardo 
concerning flow and transport phenomena [Macagno 1982, 1985a, 1986a], or upon 
machines and mechanisms, or hydraulic works.
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The best comments I have found of Leonardo's notes on falling bodies are those of 
M. Clagett [1959], and I strongly recommend reading them carefully to anybody interested 
in understanding Leonardo's approach to mechanics. I would like to add a few supple­
mentary comments of my own, because it seems to me that Claggett could have made his 
point much more incisively had he pointed at the failure of many to realize that kinematics 
and not dynamics was at the root of any understanding of the long period of misconcep­
tions and wrong approach of what may seem as a simple problem nowadays (which it is 
not). The study of problems like that of the free fall of bodies cannot be isolated, because 
Leonardo himself never considered it in isolation. Without understanding Leonardian fluid 
mechanics one cannot really study well the problem of the fall of bodies in Leonardo's 
notebooks.
It seems that Galileo benefited much from a knowledge of medieval kinematics, 
perhaps such a knowledge could have helped Leonardo also; or perhaps not. He seemed 
particularly good at acquiring some notions in an imprecise way, in a wrong way some­
times, and make great strides from that point of departure. Some of the ideas of the great 
medieval kinematicists are surely present in the notes of Leonardo. We must take into ac­
count that he was not only a man interested in paradoxes, he was paradoxical himself. And 
the great Leonardian paradox may be that with so little instruction as he had he was much 
more able to educate himself. Incidentally, I would say that perhaps it is wrong to try to 
give too much guidance to gifted boys and girls. When they get bored in our classes, tay- 
lored to help everybody, perhaps they are in their way to enlighten themselves without ex­
cessive guidance from their teachers, many of whom may not be gifted persons them­
selves.
I am trying to establish some criteria for the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics, 
which is my central interest, but I have come to realize that without an analysis of 
geometrical, kinematical and dynamical developments in the notes of Leonardo it is difficult 
to analyze his work on flow phenomena; the converse is also true. I have encouraged
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already the study of that part of Leonardian geometry that is very original and innovative 
[see Weyl 1952, Martin 1987, Macagno M. 1987]. I have made some inroads myself into 
Leonardian kinematics [Macagno 1982, 1985b, 1987a]. I hope very much that interest in 
his dynamics entices physicists and engineers, because this trilogy of disciplines is very 
important in the investigation of the science of flow in Leonardo. It should not be forgotten 
however that Leonardian kinematics is very much intertwined with flow and transport phe­
nomena and that it may be frustrating to undertake the analysis of his kinematics without a 
deep knowledge of kinematics of deformable bodies and other continua. In addition to 
this, Leonardian kinematics is also intertwined with that part of his geometrical studies 
which foreshadow the development of the geometry of transformations and motion. In this 
development one finds the triad art, technology and science well represented, because that 
geometry relates, among other things to decorative patterns, to the shaping of materials, 
and to physics [Macagno M. 1987].
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FUTURE WORK
Much work is yet to be done to arrive at a satisfactory synthesis of Leonardo's sci­
ence of flow and transport phenomena. I have attempted to do it for limited areas, like 
those of hydrostatics, basic fluid mechanics, analogies, experimentation, but many others 
remain to be investigated and synthesized. I believe that the methodology used by 
Leonardo is clearly emerging, and I have written about this subject some essays already. 
Of course, until all the documents are examined thoroughly, a final total synthesis must be 
postponed. Most of the French Manuscripts remain to be studied in the way the Mss C, H 
and L have been examined. I very much hope that all the work that lies ahead can be 
accomplished in the years I have left, but most probably, this monumental work will have 
to be completed by others, and I hope I may attract co-workers soon for an appropriate and 
effective transfer.
An area in which collaboration is very much needed is that of the disciplines basic 
in the development of fluid mechanics. I have tried to establish some criteria for the study 
of Leonardian fluid mechanics, which is my central interest, but I have come to realize that 
more than what I envisioned is necessary. Without an analysis of geometrical, kinematical 
and dynamical developments in the notes of Leonardo it is difficult to understand analyze 
his work on flow phenomena. I have encouraged already the study of that part of his ge­
ometry that is very original and innovative, and I have made some inroads myself into his 
kinematics. I hope very much that interest in his dynamics entices some student or scholar, 
because this trilogy of disciplines is very important in the investigation of the science of 
flow in Leonardo.
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
Iowa City, 18 April, 1989.
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of the flow by means of floaters.
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FLUID FLOW
Wind and water current acting respec­
tively upon the sails and the hull 
of a boat.
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Experiment which seems to be designed 
to put to a test Jordanus de Nemore's 
statement about the heavier part of 
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Meandering phenomena and cutting of 
a channel in a river.
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T1,2
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FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Waves , vortices, and scour patterns 
in the flow around an obstacle in 
a river or a canal with erodible 
bed.
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Relation between water flow and the 
configuration of the meanders.
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Flow through elements of artificial 
wings.
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Test of flight aspects by means of 
a mechanical device
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AERODYNAMICS
Flight study using a model of a 
bird.
61V 
Tl Dl
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23 
AERODYNAMICS
Experiment intended to verify the 
notion that the heavier part of 
a body becomes the guide of the 
motion. (Nemore)
61V 
T2 D2
24 
BALLISTICS
Experiment to investigate the re­
lation between the noise of the 
bombard and the expansion of the 
air.
89V 
Tl D2
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25 
FLOW OF GRANULAR MATERIAL
Configuration of particle thrown up 
into the air by impact of a sieve.
64V 
Ti D2
26 
FLOW OF GRANULAR MATERIALS
Pathlines of a row of particles af­
ter the board on which they under - 
went an impact at one ot its ends.
27 
PHYSICAL MODELS
Comparison of the performance of 
two augers of different size. This 
is a challenge to Vitruvius' cri­
tical remark about small scale mod­
els .
FLUID MECHANICS IN THE 
MANUSCRIPT L
1Ms L IR T3 D l,2
The water, shaped like a pyramid, that falls 
down vertically over a perfect plane will 
bounce up and reach with its point toward the 
base of such pyramid. After the intersection it 
will move outward and fall (again).
laequa che cade piramjdata per linja perpen- 
diculare sopra perfetto piano risalterà in alto e 
ffinjra la punta in ver della basa di tal pi- 
ramjde e poj sintersegera e passera di fori e 
chadera in basso (T3).
DI seems to be the sketch for T3, while D2 would represent a variant in which the jet, or the 
nappe, approaches a horizontal plane at an angle. Here, Leonardo seems to assume that water 
will behave, upon impact, similarly to a ball hitting the floor.
Ms L IV T2
Swimming bag baga da nnotare (T2).
The swimming bag is one item in a list of fourteen. Two of the items are books which do not 
seem easy to identify and probably did not relate to flow questions.
1T1
T2
D2 Dl 
T3
T3 Dl,2
ACQUA
BO FA
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EXPER
Ms L 1R
TI
T2
Ms L IV
T2 T2
ACQUA SOURCE 
SWIM 
DEVICE
2Ms L 2R T l
'Borges' will make available to you the 
Archimedes of the bishop of Padova, and 
Vitellozzo that of the Borgo a San Sepolcro.
borges ti fara auere archimede del vesscouo 
di padova e vitellozo quello da il borgo a san 
sepolcro (Tl).
There has been much more preoccupation for who this 'borges' may have been than interest in 
determining how much of Archimedean science is really reflected in Leonardian science. Of 
course, the second is a very difficult undertaking. In what concerns hydrostatics, I believe that 
Leonardo took a completely different approach, much less rigorous but in some ways more far 
reaching than that of Archimedes, who seems to have had little understanding of pressure (See 
Dijksterhuis 1957). Archimedes understood hydrostatic force better than Leonardo, who 
paradoxically grasped pressure better than force (Macagno 1985a, 1987b)
Ms L 5R T l D1
Here one dwells on wind, and it is shown 
how much more the thing .r.m. goes up.
Quj si parla de uento he ssi dimostra quanto 
piv salza la cosa .r.m. (Tl).
I f  the sketch D1 represents a kite, it is o f a very simplified form. Tl seems incomplete as a 
sentence. Another drawing which looks like a kite is in Codex Atlanticus 497 R.
2TI
D2 Dl
T2
Ms L 2R 
TI
SOURCE
D l
TI
D3 D2
Ms L 5R
TI Dl
ARIA
FORCE
WIND
DEVICE
EXPER
(See similar sketch in CA 497R Dl)
3Ms L 6V Tl,2 D l
Done in Piombino at the sea. fatta al mare di pionbino (Tl).
The water .a.b. is a wave spread over the 
inclined beach bed. The (water) that is re­
turning encounters the oncoming wave and 
they impact each other and jump up. The 
weaker yields to the stronger and thus (the 
wave) flows again over the slope of the said
laequa .a.b. e vna onda disscorsa sopra lob- 
bliqujta del ljto la quale nel ritornare in dirieto 
si sscontra nella sopra venene onda e 
percosse insieme saltano in alto ella piv de­
bole ciede alla piv potente onde di novo 
scorre sopra lobbliqujta di detto lito (T2).
Dl is similar to another sketch of the wave breaking at the shore of a lake, or the sea, which is 
in the Codex Madrid II ( CM II64R) This is a phenomenon with a cycle as briefly explained by 
Leonardo in his description in T2 The text accompanying the sketch in CM II 64R is more 
explicit, and it includes a reference to air entrainment by the breaking wave. In fact, this is a 
phenomenon in which two interfaces are usually involved: air-water and water-sand interface. 
Basic information on this phenomenon can be found in recent books on water waves [see, e.g. 
Dean and Dalrymple 1984].
3TI
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Ms L 6V CV
TI,2 Dl
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4Ms L 13V T2-5
All the time the surface of the water sphere 
becomes more distant from the center of the 
world.
senpre la superflue della spera dell acqa si fa 
piv remota dal centro del mondo (T2).
This happens because of the sediment carried 
by the turbid rivers They deposit the sediment 
forming their turbidity in the maritime beds 
thus displacing the sea shores and raising its 
bottom . Hence, necessarily the surface of 
such element goes up.
Quessto acha pel terreno che conducano i 
diluvj de fivmj torbidj i qualj scaricano il ter­
reno della lor turbolenta ai litj marittj e ris- 
stringano largine desso mare e oltra di 
quessto alzano il fondo suo onde per necies- 
sita si ujene alzara la superfitie di tale ele­
mento (T3).
The center of the world changes its place all 
the time in the body of the Earth, shifting to­
ward our hemisphere.
Il centro del mondo senpre muta sito nel 
corpo della terra fuggiendosi di uerso il 
nosstro emjssperio (T4).
This is shown by the above mentioned sedi­
ment which is taken away continually from 
the detritus , or from the sides, of the 
mountains and transported to the sea. Thus, 
the more it takes and alleviates from one 
place, the more it loads where such sediments 
are deposited by the sea waves; hence it is 
necessary that such center change its po­
sition.
Quessto si dimostra pel sopradecto terreno il 
quale e ttolto continuo dalle spiagge ovver latj 
de montj e portato ai maij che qunato piv leua 
di qua piv allegierissce e per conseguenza piv 
agrava dove tal terreno e sscaricato dall once 
marittjme onde e neciessario che tal dentro si 
mvti di sito (T5).
For a man who considered that the sea surface would change by the addition of a drop of wa­
ter, the transport effected constantly by the rivers through millennia may have appeared as an 
important cause for the change in the position of the barycenter of the Earth. This may have 
been an idea inherited from earlier times, but Leonardo's description is interesting from several 
points of view. We learn for instance ( if we know fluid mechanics) that we must be careful in 
the translation of 'turbolentia', because it is certainly not what we call "turbulence' nowadays. /  
am sure it means instead, "turbidity". It is true that if the sediment is coarse, we must have 
turbulence for it to be transported, and it is interesting to know that Leonardo knew this; but at 
this instance, he certainly means”sediment-laden water" and not "turbulent water".
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TRANSP WAVE
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5Ms L 14V T2 D4
A vessel full of water where several pyramids 
exert different weights on their bases.
vaso pien dacqa dove varie piramjde fan uarie 
pesi sopra le sue base (T2).
This appears to be an attempt at describing the forces in hydrostatics, but it is not easy to es­
tablish what was meant by the sketch and the text. In modern terminology, why did Leonardo 
choose the pyramids (or triangles) as either free-body diagrams , or control volumes? I find 
very difficult to establish a relation between this passage in Ms L with many others on hydro­
statics in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci [see Macagno 1982, 1985a, 1987b]. Further 
study is needed of the fluid mechanics involved, before a translation that makes sense can be 
offered. Many are satisfied by merely converting sentences from one language to another, fol­
lowing criteria that do not include science even if science is obviously involved; I am not, and 
warn the reader that my rendition is subject to revision.
Ms L 16R TI Dl-3
Here we deal with cord, weight and pulleys. Qui si tratta de corda pesi e polj (Tl).
The experiment is clearly described by the sketches, and surely not by the text. All is perfectly 
clear if one has a minimal knowledge of statics. It is very interesting that a limiting case is in­
cluded in the sketches (See Dl). On Ms L 15R there are two drawings concerning the same 
problem. (Dl,2 Tl). In this case, it seems that the experimental situation was there to be ob­
served in the Cathedral ( 'in domo' ).
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6Ms L 17R Tl,2
That part of the surface of any weight be­
comes farthest from the center of such weight 
which becomes the lightest.
la parte della superfitie di qualunche grave si 
fara piu remota dal centro di tale graujta la 
quale si fara di magore leujta (Tl).
Hence in the element earth the place where 
the rivers pick up and transport to the sea the 
detritus of the mountains is where the weight 
is taken away, and the part that becomes 
lighter. Hence it becomes farthest from the 
center of gravity of the Earth; i.e., from the 
center of the universe, which is always con­
centric with the center of gravity of the Earth.
adunque la terra elemento dove i fiumj levano 
le sspiage de monte e portano al mare el locho 
donte tal gravita si remoue si fara piv lieue e 
per conseguenza piv si fara remota dal dentro 
della gravita della terra eoe dal centro dell 
unjuerso che e concentrico senpre col centro 
della gravita della terra (T2).
This is similar to the discussion in Ms L 13 V. The phenomenon is basically the same, al­
though the description is in a way complementary to that given in 13V. The drawing D1 seems 
to me of difficult interpretation; I believe that it is not related to the text.
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7Ms L 17V T1D3 D4 T2 D5
Because the air, that fills the vacuum in the 
vessel from which water pours out, flows in 
with the same impetus as that of the water 
flowing out, whatever floats on the water 
moves in opposite direction to that of the 
water.
perche laria che risstora il uacu dell amola 
donde esscie laequa entra col medesimo in­
peto che ffa lacqa che ssi versa co che ssi 
posa sopra essa acqua se volta in contrario 
mo a cquello dell acqua (Tl).
Much water will flow out through .m. before 
that .n. approaches the outlet .m.
molta acqa si uersera per .m. innanti che .n. 
sacosti all uscita .m. (T2).
It seems clear to me that here we have three experiments, two of which are described by means 
of text and drawing, while the third is indicated only by a drawing (D3) Translation that does 
not include drawings is incomplete to say the least. I consider that D3 offers a contrast to the 
situation presented in DI ; mainly because of the difference in the flow of air. In all three cases 
the flow was visualized by means of floaters.
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8Ms L 18R T l D l
In this way one can reach a well deep 24 
'braccia' with only 12 'braccia' of cord.
But it raises one half less water than that 
raised with 24 'braccia' of cord of one piece.
modo che con 12 br di corda sattignjera in 
profondità di br 24 di pozo (Tl).
ma ttira la meta meno acqa che non farebbe 
con br 24 di corda essendo dun solo pezzo 
(T2).
I have been unable to understand how it is possible to extract water from the well 24 'braccia' 
deep with a cord only 12 feet long. T2 seems to indicate that perhaps one should use two pieces 
12 'braccia' long.
Ms L 19R T1 D1
Stockade or support against water. basstia overo sosstentachulo dacqa (Tl).
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(Similar drawing in 
Ms L 29V)
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ACQUA 
HYD ENG
(Similar detail drawing in Ms L 28V)
9Ms L 23V T l, D2,3. T3 D4
Water clock which strikes 24 hours and the 
water falls 1/2 'braccio'.
Water clock that shows and strikes the hours.
To make deeper(?) (or) To sink(?)
oriolo dacqa che ssona 24 ore e cade 1/2 br 
lacqa (T2).
oriolo dacqa che mostra e sona lore (T2). 
da profondare (T3).
/  include this clock because it is based on the flow of water. D3 seems to be a detail of the 
clocks, but I cannot understand the role of what seems to be a box with air inside; could it be a 
floater?
Also obscure to me is the meaning ofT3 D4, so much that I am not sure at all of what meaning 
of 'profondare' applies in this case.
Ms L 25V T2 D1
Galley pump. tronba da galea (T2).
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Ms L 27R T1 D l, T2 D2, T3 D3
To force wine or oil in an iron reinforced
casket.
Water clock.
Water flow control(?) Clock(?)
The reservoir .a. , when the nozzle that feeds 
it lacks in yield, yields one 'barile' per hour, 
and the reservoir .a. does not hold anymore.
(?)
da strignjere vino ho olio in botte ferrata 
(TI).
orilogo dacqa (T2). 
tenperia dacqua
il uaso .a. quando la canella che llenpie gitta 
manco ella gitta j°  barile per ora el uaso non 
tiene piv (T3).
The device ilustrated by D l seems to be one used to fill caskets; however, it is difficult to de­
scribe it with the information available in this page.
It seems that the device described by T2D2 comprises a siphon and a floating device; the 
siphon would empty the reservoir once a cycle (24 hours ?) is completed.
T3D3 is difficult to interpret. Tenperia' could mean several things. I tend to interpret this as a 
device for some kind of control, but I find T3 inconsistent. Perhaps, Leonardo means that the 
input can have some oscillations which will be attenuated. The reader should understand that 
my rendition is tentative. It is not customary to issue warnings like this rather frequently as I 
do. I am not afraid of criticism because of showing uncertainty rather than offering misleading 
assurances by not showing my doubts, as many have done in the past, and seem to be ready to 
do nowadays also.
Ms L 27V T2 Dl
Dl shows a man going up over a step, a situation which has also being discussed in Ms H 75R 
T1D1 [Macagno 1988c].
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Ms L 30R Tl-3 D l
The thing that is long, with uniform cross- 
sectional area (?), increases on two opposite 
sides as much as it decreases on the other two 
opposite sides.
Here in the straight river which is constricted 
at some place, it will increase in depth as 
much as it decreases in width. Hence, as it 
falls down (afterward) it will scour the im­
pacted place.
Straight rivers can be constricted in two ways 
in some place along their course ; i.e., from 
surface to bottom (over the depth) or over 
their opposite sides ( over their width)..
la cosa lunga dunjforme grosseza tanto in­
grossa per le sua due opositi latj quanto essa 
e abbassata per li altri due oppositj latj (Tl).
Quj lacqa nel fivme paralello la quale sara 
resstretta tanto cresscie in alteza quanto ella 
manca in largeza onde essa nel richadere cava 
il locho da Ilei percosso (T2).
I fiumj paralelli possano in alcuna parte della 
sua lungeza essere ristretti in 2 modi eoe dalla 
superfitie al fondo over per le sua latj opositi 
(T3).
This page has unity; all the discussion is about the effect of introducing a reduction in either the 
depth or the width in a water channel initially of prismatic shape, and presumably with uniform 
water flow. The bottom, at least, is tacitly assumed to be erodible, but seemingly not the banks 
of the river or canal. Leonardo was aware o f the effects on the banks in a situation like this 
[see, eg. Ms H, Macagno 1988c]. The hydromechanic problem is not simple, unless some pa­
rameters are simplified. Further analysis involving river hydraulics, is necessary.
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Ms L 31R T l, T2 D l
No simply reflected motion will go as high as 
the initial place of the incident motion.
nessun moto moto semplicemente reffesso fia 
maj eleuato quanto il principio del moto inci­
dente (Tl).
To repair the impact of the Amo at Rusciano 
and turn it with gentle bend at Ricoborli, and 
make the bank (dam?) wide enough for the 
fall of its jump to be over it.
pe riparare alle percussione damo in rúcano e 
voltarlo con dolce piega a ricoborlj e ffare si 
larga largine che Ila caduta del suo balzo sia 
sopra di lej (T2).
77 expresses once more the experimental evidence which we have nowadays condensed in the 
statement: the coefficient of restitution is always less than unity I This is an example of the ever 
present dissipation of energy.
I have followed Baratta [1905] and Marinoni [1987] in rendering ’Rúcano"'and 'Ricoborlj' as 1 
did. T2 D l poses a problem of interpretation which 1 have not solved yet, but seems to imply 
an innovative idea which I believe has never been put to use. More study, involving hydraulic 
egineering analysis, is needed. Note that D l in 3IV  may be related to this problem.
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When two water (streams) come together 
forming a narrow acute angle, the more po­
tent scours more the bed on its side and pro­
duces a sudden deepening.
quando con angolo forte acuto due acque si 
scontrano insieme la piv potente piu cava il 
suo lato del fondo e ffa subita profondità 
(Tl).
This is the right way of designing the fall in­
cluding protection of the dam from the water 
descending over it.
questo e luero modo del dare la caduta con 
conseruatione dell argine all acqua che di 
detta argine dissciende (T2).
The coming together of two liquid streams is considered by Leonardo often in his notebooks 
[see, e.g., Ms H 40V T4D4for a case similar to T1D1 in Ms L above, Macagno 1988c].
T2D2 seems to be related to the fluvial-hydraulics problem considered in Ms L31R.
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Ms L 32R T l, T2
When the beds of the rivers become naturally 
exposed (visible?) , they do not truly reveal 
the nature and the quantity of the things 
transported by the waters. The reason is that 
during high waters, many places are filled 
with sand; when the water falls down, in the 
particular and lateral branches of the rivers, 
such sand is picked up away from the gravel 
upon which it was lying, or the sand is suc­
cessively eroded down (on the water) from 
the foot of the high sandy banks. The sand, 
being lighter (more transportable?), goes with 
the water flow to be deposited where that 
flow quiets down.
The meanders of the river during flood waves 
are those which destroy all defenses and 
shapes of the rivers in low water because . . .
e ffondi de fiumj naturalmente scoperti non 
danno veri precettj della natura delle cose 
portate dall acque e llor quantità perche nelle 
accque alte molti lochi son riempivti di rena i 
qualj poj nel callare pe Ile corsie pardiculari e 
laterali de fiumj tale rene sono levate sopra 
delle giare dou eran posate overamente 
scalzate d appiè fascciendosi succiessiua- 
mente minare addosso le eleuate argine di tale 
rena la quale [er la sua leujta aconpagnja col 
suo corso e poj la scarica dove tal corso 
dacqa piv si qujeta (Tl).
le torture de fiumj in ondatione fie quelle che 
ronpano ognj riparo e ordine de fiumj abas- 
satj inpero volgj carta (T2).
Basically, Tl is about the fact that the river bed under high waters is not exactly what one can 
see after the flood has passed and the bed becomes visible. I experienced some difficulty in in­
terpreting the second part of the discussion concerning the transport of sand, but I think that in 
general, it is clear that sand is more likely to be found in different places than gravel when the 
high waters have receded.
T2 has been left unfinished by Leonardo. Perhaps there is some connection with Ms L 32V, as 
indicated by 'volgj carta'.
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The water which falls with great noise from 
its dam causes meandering of the rivers along 
the line of such fall. But, even if the line .a.b. 
existed when the waters went down, 
nevertheless in the next flood of such river, 
the channel .a.b. will be filled with sand and 
the bulk of such water will follow its natural 
course.
laequa caduta con grande enpito della sua 
pescaia da lie torture de fiumj secondo la linja 
di tal caduta ma cquando laeque sabassano 
ancora che Ila linia .a.b. auessi loco 
nondimeno nel ringrossare di tal fiume hel 
canale .a.b. senpiera di rena e Ila soma di tale 
acqua segujra il suo naturale corso (Tl).
t
According to the words at the end o f Ms L 32 R, this should he the continuation ofT2 in that 
page, but the relation is not clear. Moreover, there seem to be two questions discussed here in 
Ms L 32V. One would be the effect of a dam (indicated by cd ?), and another what happens to 
the channel ab which is obliterated under flood conditions. Perhaps, ab was formed under low 
water conditions.
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Ms L 33R T l D l, T2 D2
Where the water impacts it goes up and ac­
quires weight in the proportion that jumps out 
of its common surface.
Such water falls back over the other water, 
impacts it and penetrates it down to the bot­
tom, which continually scours Such digging 
happens along the (sides) of the impacted 
object
doue laequa perchuote ella sinalza e ttanta 
nacquista peso quanto ne risalta fori della sua 
comvne superfitie la quale ricaduta sopra dell 
altra acqua quella percuote e penetra insino al 
fondo il quale continuamente consuma e tal 
concavita fia fatta lungo e lati dell obiecto 
percosso (Tl).
Against the above, make a base around such 
a pile which must be well grounded and wide 
enough so that the coming-down water flow 
come upon it.
Contro a di questo sia facto vno piano intorno 
a ttale pilasstro il quel sia ben fondato e di 
tanta largeza che llacqua che richade labbia a 
ttrovare (T2).
T1DI describes the scour around an object in an erodible bed, a subject which is dealt with ex­
tensively in the Codex Hammer [ Macagno 1987a, 1988a]. In this instance, Leonardo links the 
necklace vortex and the horse-shoe vortex in an oversimplification which he avoids in the 
Codex Hammer.
In spite of the oversimplification in T1D1, the engineering solution proposed by Leonardo in 
T2D2, if not original, reveals a criterion that seems sound to me.
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Ms L 33V T1D1
Bell in Siena and the way of its motion and 
the position at which its clapper separates.
canpana di siena eoe il modo del suo moto e 
ssito della dinodatura del battaglio suo (Tl).
The bell and its clapper form a mechanical system with two degrees of freedom. Although 
fluids are systems which may be conceived as having infinite degrees of freedom, a good un­
derstanding of the performance o f systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom may be 
useful to gain insight in fluid mechanical problems. I have in mind, as an example, the relation 
between a water jet and a hydraulic wheel with buckets which one should space properly to 
ensure optimal performance. The relative position of bell and clapper seems essential for the 
bell to perform adequately. Leonardo recognizes here that the moment at which the two bodies 
separate, as well as that at which they come together, is essential.
Although usually I do not pay any attention to "onthological" works, I happened to find a ref­
erence in Ravaisson-Mollien about Richter's rendition of the above passage. I disagree with the 
translation o f 'dinodatura' as "attachment" chosen by Richter [1883]. I think that Ravaison- 
Mollien [1890],who did scholarly and not anthological work on the Ms L, had a better option: 
"dénouement". I have found the work of Ravaisson-Mollien generally reliable in matters con­
cerning mechanics and hydraulics. Readers who can read French would do well consulting the 
version of the French Mss by Ravaisson-Mollien.
Ms L 36 V T l D2
The less the curvature of the bank where the 
jump of the river impacts, the farther will the 
second jump be from the place where the first 
originated.
Quanto men curua sara largine dove ripercote 
il salto del fiume talto il secondo salto fia piv 
remoto dal sito donde il p° si partj (Tl).
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Ms L 42R Tl-4 Dl,2
The magnitude of the reflected motion will be 
larger if it is longer.
And that reflected motion will be longer 
which occurs with wider angles.
el moto refresso sara di magore valitudine il 
quale fia piv W go (TI).
e cquel moto refresso sara piu lungo il quale 
si causa infra piu diuersi angolj. (T2)
The reflected motion which is longer is less 
impeded because it varies little from the im­
pact motion, and such impact is of little 
amount and hence there is little loss of 
'potentia' of the prime mover.
But if the reflected motion is shorter, it means 
that it is more impeded in the place of the im­
pact, and differs much from the incident mo­
tion; hence there is a strong decrease of the 
'potentia' of the prime mover.
il moto refresso che e piv lungo e mancho in- 
pedito perche poco varia del moto della per­
cussione e ttal percussione fia pocho valida 
onde pocho perde di potentia del primo mo­
tore (T3)
Ma il moto refresso che sara piv brieue e 
ssegnjo quello essere piv inpedito nel sito 
della perchussione e molto si uaria dal moto 
della incidentia onde forte e dimjnuito della 
potentia del primo moto (T4)
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Of impact
The reflected motion will be the weaker the 
shorter it is.
de percussione
Il moto reflesso sara tanto piv debole quanto 
esso fia piv corto (Tl).
The reflected motion caused by greater impact 
will be shorter.
quel moto refresso sara piv corto il quale si 
cavsa da magore percussione (T2).
That impact will be of greater 'potentia' 
which occurs with equal angles.
quella percussione sara di magore potentia 
che fia facta infra angoli piv equali (T3).
Among the impacts accomplished with equal 
angles, the one with greatest magnitude will 
be that acting on the densest object.
Infra lie perchussionj facte infra equalj angolj 
quella sara di magore valitudine la quale si 
cavsa in piu denso obbiecto (T4).
And among the impacts on objects of equal 
density that will be the most powerful which 
acts on the object of maximum resistance.
e nelle perchussionj facte nellj obbiettj dequal 
densità quella Ila sara piv potente che ara il 
suo obietto di magor resistentia (T5).
A spherical body rotates more in the reflected 
motion when the impact is under more more 
different angles.
Tanto piv si volta il corpo spericho nel moto 
refresso quanto la percussione e fatta infra 
piv disequalj angoli (T6).
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The more polished the ball, the easier will it 
rotate in the air through which it moves.
Quanto la ballocta sara piv polita tancto fia 
piv facile a girarsi per laria onde si muove 
(Tl).
In this way of reasoning, one imagines that 
the ball thrown by the bombard will rotate in 
the air condensed by it. If the ball is not well 
polished, it will have retarding curvilinear 
friction against the air that surrounds it, as 
shown in the fourth on friction.
in questo modo del proporre s imagina che Ila 
pallotta mosa dalla bonbarda abbia a girarsi 
nell aria da llej condensata la quale essendo 
essa ballotta mal pulita essa abbi dificile 
confregatione curua coll aria che la vesste 
come provaj nella 4a delle confregationj (T2).
Hence the jump of such ball, when it bounces 
with a rather obtuse angle, will be with more 
rotation around itself; and if the ball is not 
well polished, it will have much more decay 
of velocity than if it were polished.
adunque il balzo di tale ballotta quando 
risalterà con ángulo piv ottuso essa ballotta 
piv girerà in se e sse essa balla sara mal pulita 
ella verrà a mancare di sua velocita assai piv 
che sse essa fussi pulita (T3).
The effect of roughness in fluid-dynamical resistance is considered here. I have been unable to 
find the '4a delle confregationj' mentioned in T2, but Leonardo considered in several places the 
effect on fluid flow of what we call now "surface roughness", ["scabrezza" in Italian, see e.g., 
De Marchi 1954;"Rauhigkeit' in German, see, e.g. Prandtl 1969] Leonardo was aware of the 
connection between roughness and boundary generation of turbulence.. [Macagno 1986b]
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Ms L 44R T l,2 Dl,2
The impact of any spherical weight will not 
produce (damage?) hollows which are pro­
portional to the obliquity at the places of im­
pact.
la perchussione dognj graue spericho non 
fara cicatrice che abbian proportione infra 
lloro quale quella dell obbliqujta de sitj doue 
essi perchotano (Tl).
This proposition would not fail in anything to 
find integral confirmation in experience, were 
not for the compact condensation of the air 
pressurized by the fast-moving ball. The air 
is acted upon by a motor which moves much 
faster, and the stronger this push the more the 
air is condensed. This determines an impact 
of the ball which is not central............
Quel che ssi propone non mancherebbe njente 
che non fussi integralmente confermo da la 
sperientia se non fussj la fissa condensatione 
dell aria sosspinta dal furore della ballotta la 
quale non sendo in se veloce come il moto 
facto da ttal motore che la cacca si ujene a 
condensare e ttanto piv si condensa quanto 
piv e cacciata e per questo accade che perco- 
tendo poi talle pallotta co llinja che non sia 
centrale (T2).
An interesting point in Tl is that Leonardo, so often inclined to adopt linear functions, con­
cludes here that the two variables are not linearly related. This being not the only case, it seems 
interesting to establish the extent of Leonardo's awareness of non-linear functions. (See 
Macagno 1982].
I see on the one hand that Leonardo considers in Tl the cushioning effect of the air layer be­
tween the projectile and the wall just before impact, and in the other hand that he meant in Tl to 
give a rule for an impact in the absence of air.
Ms L 47R
Dl is similar to Ms C 5V T3D3 which is also about deformation of a structure. There is no 
reference to air here, a detail that confirms my comment for Ms C 5 V [Macagno 1988e] There 
is no need, then, to include Tl and T2 in this case.
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Ms L 47V T l DI, T2D2
If here the water and air would flow with the 
same velocity, the boat without sail would 
move as the wind . This is so because the 
wind has more velocity above than below, 
such wind has more 'potentia' on the sail 
than on the water.
se cquj si movessi pressto lacqa come laria il 
navilio si moverebe come il uento sanza vela 
ma perche il uento e piv veloce in alto che in 
basso pero a piv potentia esso vento nella 
vela che nell acqua (Tl).
What is the difference between the impact of 
these 2 bodies if they are of equal weight and 
they impact on planes of equal inclination.
che differentia e dalla perchussione di quessti 
2 corpi essendo di peso equali e percossi so­
pra equale obbliqujta (T2).
In modern terminology, Leonardo is stating in Tl a property of the atmospheric boundary layer 
adjacent to the sea surface. He was well aware of the existence of velocity variation near dif­
ferent kinds of interfaces.
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MsL 53V T l, 53R T l D l, T2 D2
Vitruvio says that small (scale) models are 
not verified, in any operation, by large (scale) 
ones. Here below I intend to show that such 
statement is false and, precisely, I will do it 
using the same arguments with which he 
derives such conclusion, namely with the 
experiment of the auger. He shows that a 
hole of a certain diameter is made with the 
'potentia' of a man; then a hole of double 
diameter will not be made with double 
'potentia' of the same man, but by much 
more ('potentia'). To this, one can very well 
respond arguing that the auger of double size 
cannot be turned by doubled 'potentia'. This 
is so because the area of any body of similar 
shape and double size has quadruple area as 
shown by the figures .a. and .n.
dice vetruvio che i modellj picho non sono in 
nessuna operatione confermj dall effecto de 
grandi la qual cosa quj di socto intendo di- 
mosstrare tale conclussione essere falsa e 
massimanente allegando che medesimj ter- 
mjnj coi quali lui conclude tale sententia eoe 
colla essperientia della triuella la qua luj 
mosstra essere fatto dalla potentia del omo 
vno buso di cierta quantità di diamjtro e che 
poi vn buso di dupplicato diamjtro non sara 
fatto da dupplicata potentia di detto homo ma 
da molto piv alla qual cosa si po molto ben 
rispondere allegando che il trivello (53 V Tl). 
di dubplichata figura non po essere mosso da 
dupplichata potentia con co sia che Ila super- 
fitie dognj corpo di figura simjle e di dupli­
cata quantità alla superfitje di quadruplata 
quantità luna all altra come mosstra le due 
figure .a. he .n. (53R Tl).
Here one removes with these 2 augers the 
same (similar?) quantities of wood from each 
hole that they make, but since the wholes or 
the augers are of double size one with respect 
the other, they are of quadruple area and 
'potentia'.
Quj si leua da cciasscuno dj quesstj 2 trivellj 
vna medesima grosseza di legnjame da ciass- 
cun buso da lloro facto ma per essere i busi 
over trivellj di dupplificata quantjta luno all 
altro essi son di superfitie quadrupla e di po­
tentia (53R T2).
The use of small scale models is extremely important in the development of technology. Leav­
ing potentia' in the original language seems justified in view of the above discussion. I have 
done preliminary calculations on this problem; but clarification depends on the definitions of 
terms used. Be as it may, both men tried to solve a difficult problem. For a translator who 
knows about physical models, great caution is needed when working with this passage of not 
to clear language. I  have tried to give the reader a rendition that raises doubts; the situation 
warrants such an option.
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Ms L 54 R Tl,2 Dl
The oblique motion of the birds begins with 
the wings held close tight, which are then 
extended gradually to consume the increment 
of the 'inpeto' which is gained at each step by 
falling bodies. And once such a motion is re­
tarded, due to excessive extension of the 
wings, such bird brings again the wings 
close, and thus the descent begins again to 
become fast.
Il moto obbliquo fatto dal disscenso delli vc- 
cellj comjncia coll alie strette e vassi al­
largamo a ppoco a ppoco esse alje per con­
sumare laccrescimento dell inpeto che in ognj 
grado di discenso acquj stano le cose gravi E 
cquando tal moto si ritarda pel troppo al­
largamento dalie allora esso vccello di novo 
restrignje lalie e cosi di novo ricomjncia il di­
scierno a ffarsi veloce (Tl).
Path followed by birds which descend with 
extension and retraction of their wings.
strada fatta per laria da uolatilj che disscen­
dano col loro allargamento e riseramento dalie 
(T2).
A number of folios in the Ms L deal with the flight o f birds. Although there is not much flow 
science to be learned from these pages, still fluid-mechanical questions, concerning mainly 
aeronautical science, are implied in many of them; for the sake of completeness I have included 
most o f those folios. [See Giacomelli 1936 for extensive discussion of Leonardian aeronau­
tics].
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Ms L 55R Tl,2 Dl,2. 54V Tl,2
When a bird descends along any obliquity it 
moves the humeri of its wings toward its 
shoulders and throws the ends of the wings 
towards the tail. The tail is retracted onto it­
self. By doing all this, the bird finds less 
amount of air that resist its descent.
Quando luccello dissciende per qualunque 
obbliqujta esso apropinqua li omeri delle alie 
in uerso le sue spallj e Ile punte delle alj ris- 
strignje in uerso la coda la qual coda ancora 
lej si risstrigne in se medesima e cosi fac- 
ciendo esso truoua manco soma daria che re­
sista al suo disscienso (55R Tl).
But when such bird turns to the right, or to 
the left, it will stretch out the right or the left 
wing, i.e., the wing on that side toward 
which it wants to tum; such distended wing 
finds greater amount of air and hence it faces 
greater resistance; therefore, it is retarded 
more than the opposite wing, which is more 
retracted. Since one wing is moved more than 
the other, such bird changes its rectilinear 
motion into circular motion.
Ma quando tale ucciello si uoltera ad destra o 
a sinjsstra esso distendara la desstra o Ila 
sinjsstra alia eoe quella alia che dacquello lato 
doue esso si uole voltare la quale alia disstesa 
trova maggore somma daria e per con­
seguenza viene a sscontrarsi in magore re- 
sistantia onde piv si tarda che non fa la op­
posta alia che piv ristretta in se e perche luna 
alia si move piv che llaltra tale vcciello 
transsmuta il suo motto retto in moto circulare 
(55R T2).
but if the wing closer than the other to the 
body of the bird could not be stretched out 
with the ease that is necessary, the bird 
would extend its tail upward and, once open, 
bend it towards the side of the retracted wing. 
Then, such bird will fly in straight motion, 
and thus, as you can see, will leave the cir­
cular motion.
ma sse llallia la quale fia piu restretta in uerso 
1 bussto dell uccello che non fu laltra no 
potessi rallargarsi con quella facjljta che si 
richiede allora esso vcciello allarga la coda su 
e Ila torcie cosi aperta in verso quel lato doue 
tale alia e risstretta allora tale ucciello volerà 
per moto recte e cosi come vedi lassciera il 
moto circulare (54V Tl).
(These) are two rudders in the humeri of the 
wings of each bird; they, without any change 
in the wings, have the ability of inducing in 
such bird up and down motions. In the 
transversal (motions) only the tail rudder is 
involved.
sono due timonj nell omero dell alie di ciass- 
cuno vccello I qualj sanza fare alcuna muta- 
tione dalie ano potenti di fare fare e essi vc- 
cielj vari moti tra su e giu ne traversalj sol 
sinpacca il timone de la coda (54V T2).
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Much larger is the velocity of the birds than 
that of the wind, because if it were not so, 
there would not be bird which could move 
contrary to the wind. But then (the bird) 
moves less against the wind than in its natural 
flight through quiescent air in so many de­
grees as the difference between the motion of 
the wind and bird. Let us say that the bird 
makes six degrees of velocity in quiescent 
air, and the wind velocity is two degrees; 
then such wind in its natural flow takes away 
two degrees of the velocity of the bird; hence 
the 6 degrees are reduced to 4.
molto e piv veloce il moto de uolatilj che 
quello del uento inpero che sse cosi nos fussi 
nessuno vccello si mouerebbe contro a del 
uento ma si muove tanto men contra a esso 
vento chel suo naturai corso infra llaria quiete 
quanto i gradi del moto del uento fia mjnore 
del moto del uciello come dire luciello si move 
nell aria quiete con sej gradi di uelocita el 
uento per se si move con due gradi di uelocita 
adunque tal uento osseruando sua naturai 
corso doglie 2 gradi di uelocita a ttale uccelo 
onde i 6 gradi rimangano 4 (Tl).
But if such bird flies the 6 degrees of velocity 
concurrently with the flow of the wind which 
adds to it its 2 degrees, the bird flies with 8 
degrees of velocity. But here one should note 
the action of the impact of the wing on 
quiescent air, or running-away air or 
oncoming air, and use such criterion.
Ma sse ttale vccello vola e 6 gradi di uelocita 
insieme col corso del uento il quale glien ap­
piccila e ssua 2 gradi esso vcciello volsa con 8 
gradi di uelocita Ma cquj e da notare lappog- 
giamento della percussione dell ala nell aria 
ferma o aria fugiente o aria sopravegnente e 
con tale regole gouemarsi (T2).
The notion of superposition of velocities of the same or opposite direction is extensively pre­
sented here in connection with the flight of birds. The particular application fades away in 
comparison with the principle involved. In what regards measurement of velocity, I believe that 
Leonardo never reached the point of using a concrete unit for velocity as we do it now (he 
could have used 'braccia!ora'for example, as we use km!sec), but he referred to "gradi'; with­
out specifying any particular unit; he in a way dealt with velocity as what we consider now a 
primary instead of a derived unit. Notions of dimensional analysis are very useful in reading, 
or in interpreting this passage; I strongly recommend reading the classic book by Bridgman 
[1922], even in the case the reader would feel well informed about dimensional analysis. /  
believe that mastering Bridgman's little book helps in understanding some aspects of 
Leonardo's approach to physics.
Ms L 57R T12 Dl,2
Modes of resistance of feathers when the 
wind moves downward.
modi di resistentie di penne quando laja viene 
in basso (Tl).
The resistant (?) .a.b., because of being 
flexible, bents in response to the mode of any 
air flow. Similar will be the behavior of paper 
sheets reinforced with the fibers of the back 
of reeds.
la resistente .a.b. per essere flessibile si piega 
per la linja di qualunque moto daría el simjle 
fara le carte armate collj neruj delle sciene 
delle canne (T2).
I have rendered Tl,2 independently from other students of this manuscript, because I believe 
that a fresh approach is necessary. By this I  mean a study using the laboratory methodology. 
This comment applies also to Ms L 57V and 58R.
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Ms L 57V Tl Dl,3
'Sportelli' of birds.
These 'sportelli', when smaller, become 
more useful. They should be reinforced with 
fibers of reeds and covered with cloth. And 
because they are moved up, the motion of the 
whole is transversal and the line of 'sportelli' 
comes open obliquely; therefore this does not 
prevent such elevation.
sportellj de uolatilj (Tl). 
questi sportelli quanto sono mjnori essi son 
piv vtilj e ssaranno armati con nervo di canna 
tiratovi velo e perche lo alzare e ffatto allo n 
su e 1 moto del tutto e traversale e vienme tale 
linje di ssportellj a prirsi per obbliqua linja 
onde non jnpedisscie tale alzamento (T2).
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Ms L 61Y T l D l, T2 D2
Here, a body similar to a bird is suspended 
and the tail is bent with different inclinations. 
In this way you will be able to derive general 
rules, about the different kinds of the motions 
of the birds, which result from the bending of 
the tail.
sia quj sospeso vno corpo a ssimjlitudjne 
duno vccello al quale si torcha la coda per 
uarie vbbliqujta e mediante quella potrai fare 
regole generale delle varie torture de motj 
dellj vcellj fattj mediante la piega della loro 
choda (Tl).
In all kinds of motion the heavier part of the 
moving body becomes the guide of the mo­
tion.
in tutte le varietà de movjmentj la parte piv 
grave del mobile si fa gujda del moto (T2).
In TIDI, Leonardo proposes an experimental study for which he does not give enough details 
to assess the feasibility. In T2 he repeats a statement found in many places in his notebooks; 
the interesting point is really to determine if at any time he found that it is not generally applica­
ble.
Other pages concerning flight of birds are not included here (MsL 62R-V) because they do not 
seem to be o f any use in a study of the Leonardian science of flow. They are surely valuable 
from the point of view of aeronautics [See Giacomelli 1936].
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(Compare MsL 6IV D2 with CA 407V D8, Macagno 1989c).
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Ms L 63R T l
Why the sonorous vessel of small orifice will 
give under percussion a graver and lower 
sound than with a large orifice.
perche il uaso sonoro di mjnor bocha ara 
nella sua percussione piv grave e piv bassa 
voce colla sua boccha strecta che essendo 
larga (Tl).
Ms L 64V T1 D2 T2 D3, T3 D4?
The oats thrown up with the sieve jump up 
pyramidally.
The thing moves more in a derivative motion, 
which is the one more accompanied by its 
motor.
What is the difference between impacting a 
thing which is united, and one which is dis­
united.
la biada gittata in alto col criuello salta pi­
ramidalmente (TI).
Quela cosa piv si muove in moto dirivativo 
che piv aconpagnata dal suo motore (T2).
che diferentia he dalla percussione della cosa 
vnjta a cquella disunjta (T3).
In 63R-V we have a miscellaneous set o f experimental situations; one in acoustics, one con­
cerning granular materials, and two in general mechanics. The simplest approach seems to be 
tthe use of the laboratory methodology in order to assess the significance of these statements.
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Ms L 65V Tl,2
If the heavier part of a body becomes the 
guide of its motion, an arrow which is hol­
low, and contains inside some mercury, what 
will it do when thrown upwards?
se Ila parte piu grieue de chorpi si fa gujda del 
suo moto la frecca la quale sara busa e de 
dentrouj ja parte dargento vivo che uia e che 
vfitio fara essendo tracta in alto (Tl).
A spear be made in segments which are 
mounted together as a toothed box (?). Why 
does it give larger impact than in a single 
piece.?
vna lanca fia fatta di pezzi i quali si com- 
metino insieme a vso di sscatola dentata 
perche da magore botta che ja lanca dun solo 
peso (T2).
I nTl  Leonardo seems to be questioning the inherited wisdom. Did he really try to throw up­
ward a hollow arrow with some mercury inside? The experiment does not seem to be an easy 
one and it may confuse things rather than clarify them. Simpler experiments could have shown 
Leonardo that the rule was not generally valid [Macagno 1975-85J.
D2,3 are drawings I found difficult to interpret; it seems naive to see in D2 a conduit with 
standing pipes or piezometric tubes, although such tubes were known to Leonardo as one can 
see in the Codex Hammer (CH11R) [Macagno 1985a] and in the Codices Madrid (CM 132V) 
[Macagno 1982].
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Ms L 66R T l D l
The bridge of Pera at Constantinople. Width 
40 'braccia' , height over the water 70 
'braccia', long 600 'braccia'; i.e., 400 
'braccia' over the sea and 200 on land pro­
viding thus abutments to itself.
ponte da pera a gostantjnopoli largo 40 br alto 
dall acqua br 70 lungo br 600 eoe sopra del 
mare e 200 posa in terra faccendo spalle a sse 
medesimo (Tl).
Ms L 66V T l D l
Port of Cesena, the 6 of September of 1502 
at hour 15.
porto cienesiaticho a di 6 di setenbre 1502 a 
ore 15 (Tl).
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Ms L 69R T2 D2
All the 'potentia' impacting on the 3 blades(?) 
of the wheel should be measured by the ra- 
dius(?) .f.g.
tutta la potentia dell acqa perchossa ne 3 razi 
della rota debbe essere mjsurata nel razzo 
•f.g. (T2).
In D2, it is not clear how many blades of the water wheel are considered to be acted upon; if 
one looks at ng , there seem to be five blades involved. The water surface is not clearly indi­
cated. Maybe, Leonardo was expressing simply a rule o f the thumb which would serve to es­
timate an average 'potentia'. Note that fg is a diameter rather than a radius. Perhaps, he meant 
that the effect would be the same as that of a jet impacting only on the centrally positioned blade 
along the diameter fg.
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Ms L 69V T1 D4,5
Mats to dry the moats where the water would 
overflow.(?)
storie da ssechare i fossi doue lacqua surpassi 
(Tl).
InTl ,  'storie' could have been a problem to translate, but if one considers the drawings D4,5, 
and happens to know the Spanish word "estera " (perhaps related to northern Italy dialects), the 
adoption of "mat' occurs rather naturally.
What is not too clear is how this device operated, and under what conditions of water level in 
the moats.
Ms L 70V T l D1
The water .a.n. impacts in .a., shortest line 
from the center to the minimal circumference 
of the wheel.
lacqua .a.n. perchóte in a linja .a. dal dentro 
alla circunferentia piv brieve della rota (Tl)
D1 is to be compared with D2 in Ms L 69R. Here the water surface profile is better drawn, but 
it seems to be barely tangent to the periphery of the water wheel. It is not clear to me what is 
the meaning of ''circunferentia'piv brieve'.
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Ms L 71V D1
This drawing seems to represent meander patterns in a river; I tend to interpret this drawing as 
a representation of changes in the meanders but I cannot detect a plausible sequence of events.
Ms L 76R Tl-6, D1
For a long time, the summits of the moun­
tains go up.
The opposite sides of the mountains become 
closer to each other, all the time.
the depth of the valleys which are above the 
water sphere for long time, continually come 
closer to the center of the world.
during the same time, the valleys go down 
more than the mountains go up.
the bases of the mountains become narrower 
all the time.
As the valley becomes deeper, its sides are 
eroded in shorter time.
le somjta de montj per lungo tenpo senpre si 
nalzano (Tl).
i lati oppositi de montj senpre saujcinano 
(T2).
le profondità delle uallj le qualj son sopra las 
spera dell acqa per lungo tenpo senpre 
sapropinquano al centro del mondo (T3).
in equal tenpo molto piv si profondano le 
uallj che non salzano i montj (T4).
le base de montj senpre sii fanno piv strette 
(T5).
quanto la uale piv si profonda povsi con­
sumila de sua lati in piv brieue tenpo (T6).
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Ms L 78R T l, T2,3
Let us make music with the different water 
falls as you saw in the fountains of Rimini; as 
you saw the day of August eight, 1502.
fassi vn armonja colle diuerse chadute come 
vedesti alla fonte di rimjnj come vedesstj addi 
8 dagosto 1502 (Tl).
Of water and air
The air that flows with 'inpeto' through the 
surrounding air is condensed, as one can see 
in the bands(?) of the Sun beams. Because if 
the wind moves its particles in various vor­
tices, you can see such particles forming 
veined ( or moiré) waves in the manner of 
tabby and camlet. What you see those parti­
cles doing is what the air that carries them is 
also doing.
dellacqua e aria
laria che con jnpito si move infra llaltra aria si 
condensa in se medesima come si dimostra 
nelle largezze de razj solaij che se uento move 
i loro attimj per diuersi ragiramenti tu uedi tali 
attimj conporsi a onde marezate a uso di tabi 
o gianbbellottj ecco che ttu vedi fare a tali 
attimj e fatto da 11 aria che con seco inclusi li 
porta (T2).
Under similar conditions, water cannot con­
dense and if it has similar motions in its midst 
it is necessary that it displaces the surround­
ing water, and therefore they (the particles) 
show all at the surface.
laequa in tali casi non si po condensare e 
auendo simjli mouimenti nel suo corpo tutti e 
neciessario che sspingi laltra acqua del suo 
sito onde tutti apariscano in superflue (T3).
There have been many scholarly comments about Tl and I have not been able to find any about 
T2 and T3 which are much more original not only scientifically but also from an esthetical point 
of view. This is surely due to a generalized bias among many of the students o f Leonardo's 
notebooks. They have been systematically blind to the great number of notes on flow  
phenomena, full of new notions and interesting observations not devoid, in many cases, of 
artistic implications.
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Ms L 78V Tl,2
Rule for 'potentia'
If a 'potentia' moves a weight a given space 
in a given time, one half of such 'potentia' 
will displace all of that body over half of the 
space in the said time , or all the space in 
twice the time. Or, all that 'potentia' will 
move twice the given weight over one half of 
the space in the same time.
regola di potentia
se j a potentja moue vn peso un tanto spatio in 
un tanto tenpo la meta di quella potentia 
moverà tutto quel corpo la meta di quello 
spatio nel predetto tenpo over tutto quello 
spatio in duplicato tenpo overo tutta quella 
potentja mouera duplicato peso a cquel di 
prima la meta di tale spatio nel medesimo 
tenpo (Tl).
Or it will move the said weight over one half 
of the space in half of the said time
overo moverà detto peso nella meta di quel 
tenpo detto la meta di quello spatio (T2).
Leonardo makes a conservation statement here about \potentia' which implies that the product 
of some quantities remains constant, but as usual he does this by means o f a number of par­
ticular cases; it is his way, similar to that of Aristotle's [ see Clagett 1955, pp. 67-68] of con­
ceiving a general law. However clumsy this way of expressing the mathematical law involved, 
if all the examples are correct, I consider his point as valid as if he would have developed a 
formula like the ones we use today. (Say, something like Pt = Wd , meaning the product of 
power by time is equal to the product of force times distance).
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Ms L 79V T l,3 Dl,3
Decay of the voice with distance. De perdimento della voce per causa de dis­
tantia (TI).
Over the distance .a.b. the two voices 
(sounds?) .m.n. decrease to one half, hence, 
even if they are two half voices, they are not 
'potenti' as a whole one, but only for one 
half voice. And if an infinite number of half 
voices would occur at such a distance, they 
would not vet count but for one half.
nella distantia .a.b. le 2 vocj .m.n. sono 
dimjnvite per meta onde ancora che esse 
sieno 2 meze voci esse non sono potentj per 
ja intera ma sol per ja meza e sse infinjte meze 
capitassino a ttal distantia esse non sono se 
non pe vna meza (T2).
Over the same distance, the voice .f ., double 
the value of .n. and .m., looses one fourth of 
its 'potentia'; hence it becomes one and a half 
voice. Hence, over triple distance, i.e., in .g. 
, (the voice) .f. will be as "potente' as .m.n. 
at the distance .a.b.
e nella medesima distantia la uoce ..f. chera 
doppia a .n. he a .m. ha perso la 4a parte 
della sua potentia onde rimane per vna voce e 
1/2 onde viene a ssuperare in 3^ a potentia in 
modo che in 3a distantia eoe in .g. sara .f. 
potente quanto .m.n. in .a.b. distantia (T3).
I have underlined sentences which seem inconsistent to me. In spite of this, taking into account 
the figures also, I believe that Leonardo deals with an assumed decay of sound with distance. 
I f  a sound is represented by a segment (m, n, or f) and a linear law of decay is supposed, 
always with the same slope, one can see in an isosceles triangle with the same acute angle all 
the time a representation of such kind of decay. Thus a sound of double intensity like f  reaches 
double distance than a sound like m. The distances are measured normally to the segments 
representing sounds. (Note that I am assuming that 'distantia' .a.b. means the distance between 
lines .mf. and .a.b.).
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Ms L 80R T l Dl
Where a voice does not arrive, no large num­
ber of voices equal to the aforesaid voice will 
arrive.
doue non si conduce vna voce non vi se ne 
condurrà v nvmero eccesiuo il quale sia com­
posto di uoce equalj alla predetta (Tl).
Leonardo used the same diagram in Ms L 80R and 79V. His notion seems very simple, if zero 
amount of sound (or perception o f sound?) arrives at the point .a. from one source, the sum of 
what arrives from many equal sources at theat same distance should also be zero.
The isosceles triangle as a way of representing linearly increasing or decreasing variations is 
found in several notebooks o f Leonardo [see, for example, Ms M 44R and 59 V, included in 
IIHR Monograph 109]
Ms L 82R T1 D1
Why the cord of the crossbow snaps closer to 
its ends rather than at any other place?
perche la corda del balesstro si ronpe piv vi­
cino a Ili sua stremi che in alcun altro loco 
(Tl).
Surely Leonardo refers here to the cord breaking during use o f the crossbow. Most of the 
problems of physics considered by Leonardo belong to dynamical rather than statical situa­
tions. I visualize the cord, in the mind of Leonardo, as a one-dimensional continuum flowing 
beyond the possibilities of remaining in one piece.
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Ms L 84V T l Dl,2
Difference between pulling up weights with 
friction or with circulation (rotation?).
diferenza di tirare i pesi allo n su con chon- 
fregatione o chon circuiamone (Tl).
Ms L 89V Tl,2
With this experiment one shows how the big 
noise of the bombard is only disgregation (or 
expansion) of condensed air.
pruovasi con questo esenplo come lo 
sstrepido fatto dalla bobnbarda e ssol diss- 
gregatione daria condensata (Tl).
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Ms L 91V T2 Dl
Spray (?) water with your mouth before the 
Sun and watch to see whether its first impact 
changes place of not.
buffa con bocha lacqua nella spera del sole e 
guarda se Ila sua prima percussione mvta 
sito o no (T2).
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